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Abstract: This paper establishes methods that quantify the structure of statistical interactions within
a given data set using the characterization of information theory in cohomology by finite methods,
and provides their expression in terms of statistical physic and machine learning. Following [1–3],
we show directly that k multivariate mutual-informations (Ik ) are k-coboundaries. The k-cocycles
are given by Ik = 0, which generalize statistical independence to arbitrary dimension k. The
topological approach allows to investigate Shannon’s information in the multivariate case without
the assumptions of independent identically distributed variables. We develop the computationally
tractable subcase of simplicial information cohomology represented by entropy Hk and information
Ik landscapes. The I1 component defines a self-internal energy functional Uk , and (−1)k Ik,k≥2
components define the contribution to a free energy functional Gk of the k-body interactions. The set
of information paths in simplicial structures is in bijection with the symmetric group and random
processes, provides a topological expression of the 2nd law and points toward a discrete Noether
theorem (1st law). The local minima of free-energy, related to conditional information negativity and
the non-Shannonian cone of Yeung [4], characterize a minimum free energy complex. This complex
formalizes the minimum free-energy principle in topology, provides a definition of a complex
system, and characterizes a multiplicity of local minima that quantifies the diversity observed in
biology. Finite data size effects and estimation bias severely constrain the effective computation of the
information topology on data, and we provide simple statistical tests for the undersampling bias and
for the k-dependences following [5]. We give an example of application of these methods to genetic
expression and cell-type classification. The maximal positive Ik identifies the variables that co-vary
the most in the population, whereas the minimal negative Ik identifies clusters and the variables that
differentiate-segregate the most. The methods unravel biologically relevant I10 with a sample size
of 41. It establishes generic methods to quantify the epigenetic information storage and a unified
epigenetic unsupervised learning formalism.
Keywords:
Information theory; Cohomology; Algebraic Topology; Topological Data
Analysis; Genetic Expression; Epigenetics; Machine Learning; Statistical Physic; Multivariate
Mutual-Information; Complex Systems; Biodiversity

"When you use the word information, you should
rather use the word form"
René Thom
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0. Introduction
This paper is based on the information cohomology framework developed in [1–3], and relies
on a theorem establishing uniquely the usual entropy and multi-variate mutual-information (Ik )
as the first class and co-boundaries of a Hochschild cohomology theory, respectively, with finite
(non-asymptotic) methods (except the logarithm). In a first part, we establish the coboundary nature
of mutual-informations more directly by computing the cohomology in higher degrees and use the
Hodge decomposition of Gerstenhaber and Shack [6] to encompass odd and even Ik coboundaries in
a single (hyper) cohomology. It allows to generalize statistical independence to arbitrary degrees k
such that the "0" of k-mutual-information Ik coincides with k-cocycle condition. Altogether, this first
part theoretically justifies the functions estimated in the data analysis, and consistently settles their
statistical, mathematical nature and interpretations used in the article.
In a second part, we develop the computationally tractable subcases of simplicial information
cohomology. To represent such a structure, we define entropy (Hk ) and information (Ik ) landscapes,
which are the basis of the data analysis. They consist in an exhaustive computation and representation
of all the information elements of the semi-lattice of subsets. We define the I1 component as a (isotherm)
self-internal energy functional Uk and (−1)k Ik,k≥2 components as the contribution to a free energy
functional Gk of the k-body interactions. In the special case of Gibbs distributions (exponential
family), this allows to recover the fundamental equation of thermodynamic, THk = Uk − Gk . It
gives a topological expression (free of any metric assumption) of the free energy functional in purely
informational terms that holds for arbitrary empirical data and small systems (non asymptotic and with
variables not necessarily identically distributed). We then settle the space of paths on the simplicial
information structure (or landscape), relating the existence of local minima to information inequalities
and conditional mutual-information negativity. In simplicial structures, the set of information paths
is in bijection with the symmetric group and random processes, allowing to derive a topological
formulation of the 2nd law of thermodynamic, generalizing Cover’s theorem [7]. These minima allow
to define the maximal (length) chains that characterize a minimum free energy complex. Hence, in
simple terms, our approach implements and formalizes the minimum energy principle on a topological
ground, allowing to characterize multiple local minima, such as those arising in complex-frustrated
systems [8,9]. Altogether, this second part provides the machine-learning and statistical physic
interpretation of the cohomology and establishes a topological version of Boltzmann and Helmholtz
machines, which would therefore deserve the name of Poincaré-Shannon machine. Notably, such
machine replaces the usual geodesic approach in gradient descent by the homotopical consideration of
information paths.
In a third part, we present the application of the methods to genetic expression, which consists in
two dual unsupervised learning tasks: cell type and gene module detection. The k-tuples with
maximal positive Ik identify the variables that co-vary the most in the population, whereas the k-tuples
with minimal negative Ik identify clusters and the variables that differentiate-segregate the most the
population. The partial estimation of the minimum free energy complex identifies relevant k-tuples up
to the dimension 10 for cell modules, and up to the dimension 6 for gene modules, despite a small
sample size of m = 41 and m = 111, respectively. Notably, the algorithm retrieves the two cell types
in the data with low errors. It establishes that statistical dependences and multivariate Ik beyond
pairwise and even in high dimension are biologically relevant and functional. We discuss the finite,
discrete and "naive" methods allowing to accurately estimate dependences in small sample size with
respect to previous MaxEnt studies, notably the work of Margolin and colleagues [10]. We conclude
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that information topology provides i) a mathematical unified model of epigenetic learning allowing to
quantify the information storage and structure in cell and gene assemblies, and ii) a formalization and
quantification of complex systems beyond complex networks.
The materials and methods are dedicated to the effective computation of information topology on
data, focused primarily on the investigation of finite data size effects and estimation bias. We establish
a simple method to evaluate the undersampling regime by computing the dimension at which the
estimation of informations becomes too biased. We also provide a test of k-dependence generalizing
the exact test of Pethel and Hahs [5], allowing to assess the significance of the estimated Ik values. We
provide a tractable algorithm approximating the free energy complex.
This presentation underlines the important limits of the methods: methods and results exposed here
are partial, because i) for computational reasons we restricted the data analysis to tractable simplicial
information (up to dimension 21) and information path subcases, ii) we employed a basic procedure of
probability estimation of the data that can also mask some of the statistical relationships, iii) of the
small sample size used. This article is almost self-content from the theory to the application (at the
exception of finite probability foundations that can be found in [11], and the theorem 1 in [1–3]). An
important part of the developments has no claim for novelty but aims to underline the convergence
of different formalisms, by deriving known results notably in information theory from a topological
point of view (with less assumptions). We believe that the highlighted precisions, references, open
questions and limitations will help on the long term the researches on the topic. As the topics of the
article spans several domains, we provide some of the bibliographical references and problematics
within separated introductory paragraphs within each chapter.
1. Information Cohomology
1.1. Information functions (definitions)
The information functions used in [1] and the present study were originally defined by Shannon
[12] and Kullback [13] and further generalized and developed by Hu Kuo Ting [14] and Yeung [4]
(see also McGill [15]). These functions include entropy, noted H1 = H ( X; P), joint entropy, noted
Hk = H ( X1 , ..., Xk ; P), mutual-information noted I2 = I ( X1 ; X2 ; P), multivariate k-mutual-information,
noted Ik = I ( X1 ; ...; Xk ; P) and the conditional entropy and mutual information, noted Y.Hk =
H ( X1 , ..., Xk |Y; P) and Y.Ik = I ( X1 ; ...; Xk |Y; P). The classical expression of these functions is the
following (using k = −1/ ln 2, the usual bit unit):
• The Shannon-Gibbs entropy of a single variable X j is defined by [12]:
H1 = H ( X j ; PX j ) = k

∑

x ∈[ Nj ]

Nj

p( x ) ln p( x ) = k ∑ pi ln pi

(1)

i =1

where [ Nj ] = {1, ..., Nj } denotes the alphabet of X j .
• The relative entropy or Kullback-Liebler divergence, which was also called "discrimination
information" by Kullback [13], is defined for two probability mass function p( x ) and q( x ) by:
D ( p( x )||q( x )) = D ( X; p( x )||q( x )) = k

∑

p( x ) ln

x ∈X

q( x )
p( x )

(2)

= H ( X; p( x ), q( x )) − H ( X; p( x ))
where H ( X; p( x ), q( x )) is the cross-entropy and H ( X; p( x )) the Shannon entropy. It hence
generates as a special case minus entropy, taking the deterministic constant probability q( x ) = 1.
With the convention k = −1/ ln 2, D ( p( x )||q( x )) is always positive or null.
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• The joint entropy is defined for any joint-product of k random variables ( X1 , ..., Xk ) and for a
probability joint-distribution P(X1 ,...,Xk ) by [12]:
Hk = H ( X1 , ..., Xk ; PX1 ,...,Xk )
N1 ×...× Nk

∑

=k

p( x1 .....xk ) ln p( x1 .....xk )

x1 ,...,xk ∈[ N1 ×...× Nk ]

(3)

N1 ,...,Nk

∑

=k

i,j,...,k

p ij...k ln pij...k
|{z}
k indices

where [ N1 × ... × Nk ] = {1, ..., Nj × ... × Nk } denotes the alphabet of ( X1 , ..., Xk ).
• The mutual information of two variables X1 , X2 is defined as [12]:
N1 × N2

∑

I ( X1 ; X2 ; PX1 ,X2 ) = k

p( x1 .x2 ) ln

x1 ,x2 ∈[ N1 × N2 ]

p ( x1 ) p ( x2 )
p( x1 .x2 )

(4)

And it can be generalized to k-mutual-information (also called co-information) using the
alternated sums given by equation 17, as originally defined by McGill [15] and Hu Kuo Ting [14],
giving:
N1 ×...× Nk

∑

Ik = I ( X1 ; ...; Xk ; P) = k

p( x1 .....xk ) ln

x1 ,...,xk ∈[ N1 ×...× Nk ]

∏ I ⊂[k];card( I )=i;i odd p I
∏ I ⊂[k];card( I )=i;i even p I

(5)

For example, the 3-mutual information is the function:
N1 × N2 × N3

∑

I3 = k

p( x1 .x2 .x3 ) ln

x1 ,x2 ,x3 ∈[ N1 × N2 × N3 ]

p( x1 ) p( x2 ) p( x3 ) p( x1 .x2 .x3 )
p( x1 .x2 ) p( x1 .x3 ) p( x2 .x3 )

(6)

For k ≥ 3, Ik can be negative [14].
• The total correlation introduced by Watanabe [16], called integration by Tononi and Edelman [17]
or multi-information by Studený and Vejnarova [18] and Margolin and colleagues [10], which
we note Ck ( X1 ; ...Xk ; P), is defined by:
k

Ck = Ck ( X1 ; ...Xk ; P) =

∑

k

H ( Xi ) − H ( X1 ; ...Xk ) =

i =1
N1 ×...× Nk

=k

∑

x1 ,...,xk ∈[ N1 ×...× Nk

∑ (−1)i

i =2

∑

Ii ( X I ; P)

I ⊂[n];card( I )=i

(7)

p( x1 ...xk )
p( x1 ....xk ) ln
p( x1 )...p( xk )
]

For two variables the total correlation is equal to the mutual-information (C2 = I2 ). The total
correlation has the nice property of being a relative entropy 2 between marginal and joint-variable
and hence to be always non-negative.
• The conditional entropy of X1 knowing (or given) X2 is defined as [12]:
N1 ∗ N2

X2 .H1 = H ( X1 | X2 ; P) = k

∑

p( x1 .x2 ) ln p x2 ( x1 )

x1 ,x2 ∈[ N1 × N2 ]

=k

∑

x 2 ∈ X2

!

N1

N2

p ( x2 ).

∑

x 1 ∈ X1

p x2 x1 ln p x2 x1

(8)
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Conditional joint-entropy, X3 .H ( X1 , X2 ) or ( X1 , X2 ).H ( X3 ), is defined analogously by replacing
the marginal probabilities by the joint probabilities.
• The conditional mutual information of two variables X1 , X2 knowing a third X3 is defined as
[12]:
N1 × N2 × N3
p x ( x 1 ) p x3 ( x 2 )
X3 .I2 = I ( X1 ; X2 | X3 ; P) = k
p( x1 .x2 .x3 ) ln 3
(9)
∑
p x3 ( x 1 , x 2 )
x ,x ,x ∈[ N × N × N ]
1

2

3

2

1

3

Conditional mutual information generates all the preceding information functions as subcases,
as shown by Yeung [4]. We have the theorem : if X3 = Ω then it gives the mutual information,
if X2 = X1 it gives conditional entropy, and if both conditions are satisfied, it gives entropy.
Notably, we have I1 = H1 .
We now give the few information equalities and inequalities that are of central use in the
homological framework, in the information diagrams and for the estimation of the informations
from the data.
We have the chain rules (see [19] for proofs):
H ( X1 ; X2 ; P) = H ( X1 ; P) + X1 .H ( X2 ; P) = H ( X2 ; P) + X2 .H ( X1 ; P)

(10)

I ( X1 ; X2 ; P) = H ( X1 ; P) − X2 .H ( X1 ; P) = H ( X2 ; P) − X1 .H ( X2 ; P)

(11)

That we can write more generally (where the hat denotes the omission of the variable):
H ( X1 ; ...; c
Xi ; ...; Xk+1 ; P) = H ( X1 ; ...; Xk+1 ; P) − ( X1 ; ...; c
Xi ; ...; Xk+1 ).H ( Xi ; P)

(12)

That we can write in short Hk+1 − Hk = ( X1 , ...Xk ).H ( Xk+1 )
I ( X1 ; ...; c
Xi ; ...; Xk+1 ; P) = I ( X1 ; ...; Xk+1 ; P) + Xi .I ( X1 ; ...; c
Xi ; ...; Xk+1 ; P)

(13)

That we can write in short Ik−1 − Ik = Xk .Ik−1 , generating the chain rule 10 as special case.
These two equations provide recurrence relationships that give an alternative formulation of the
chain rules in terms of a chosen path on the lattice of information structures:
k

Hk = H ( X1 , ..., Xk ; P) =

∑ (X1 , ..., Xi−1 ).H (Xi ; P)

(14)

i =1

where we assume H ( X1 ; P) = X0 .H ( X1 ; P) and hence that X0 is the greatest element X0 = Ω.
k

Ik = I ( X1 ; ...; Xk ; P) = I ( X1 ) − ∑ Xi .I ( X1 ; ...; Xi−1 )

(15)

i =2

We have the alternated sums or inclusion-exclusion rules [1,14,20]:
n

Hn ( X1 , ..., Xn ; P) =

∑ (−1)i−1

i =1
n

In ( X1 ; ...; Xn ; P) =

∑ (−1)i−1

i =1

∑

Ii ( X I ; P)

(16)

Hi ( X I ; P)

(17)

I ⊂[n];card( I )=i

∑

I ⊂[n];card( I )=i

For example: H3 ( X1 , X2 , X3 ) = I1 ( X1 ) + I1 ( X2 ) + I1 ( X3 ) − I2 ( X1 ; X2 ) − I2 ( X1 ; X3 ) − I2 ( X2 ; X3 ) +
I3 ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 )
The chain rule of mutual-information goes together with the following inequalities discovered by
Matsuda [20]. For all random variables X1 ; ..; Xk with associated joint probability distribution P we
have:
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• Xk .I ( X1 ; ..; Xk−1 ; P) ≥ 0 if and only if I ( X1 ; ..; Xk−1 ; P) ≥ I ( X1 ; ..; Xk ; P) (in short: Ik−1 ≥ Ik )
• Xk .I ( X1 ; ..; Xk−1 ; P) < 0 if and only if I ( X1 ; ..; Xk−1 ; P) < I ( X1 ; ..; Xk ; P) (in short: Ik−1 < Ik )
that fully characterize the phenomenon of information negativity as an increasing or diverging
sequence of mutual information.
1.2. A long march through information topology
From the mathematical point of view, a motivation of information topology is to capture the
ambiguity theory of Galois, which is the essence of group theory or discrete symmetries (see André’s
reviews [21,22]), and Shannon’s information uncertainty theory in a common framework, a path
already paved by some results on information inequalities (see Yeung’s results [23]) and in algebraic
geometry. In the work of Cathelineau, [24], entropy first appeared in the computation of the degree
one homology of the group SL(2, C) with coefficients in the adjoint action by choosing a pertinent
definition of the derivative of the Bloch-Wigner dilogarithm. It could be shown that the functional
equation with 5-terms of the dilogarithm implies the functional equation of entropy with 4-terms.
Kontsevitch [25] discovered that a finite truncated version of the logarithm appearing in cyclotomic
studies also satisfied the functional equation of entropy, suggesting a higher degree generalization
of information, analog to polylogarithm, and hence showing that the functional equation of entropy
holds in p and 0 field characteristics. Elbaz-Vincent and Gangl used algebraic means to construct
this information generalization which holds over finite fields [26], and where information functions
appear as derivations [27]. After entropy appeared in tropical and idempotent semi-ring analysis in
the study of the extension of Witt semiring to the characteristic 1 limit [28], Marcolli and Thorngren
developed thermodynamic semiring, and entropy operad that could be constructed as deformation of
the tropical semiring [29]. Introducing Rota-Baxter algebras, it allowed to derive a renormalization
procedure [30]. Baez, Fritz and Leinster defining the category of finite probability and using Fadeev
axiomatization, could show that the only family of functions that has the functorial property is Shannon
information loss [31,32]. Boyom, basing his approach on information and Koszul geometry, developed
a more geometrical view of statistical models that notably considers foliations in place of the random
variables [33]. Introducing a deformation theoretic framework, and chain complex of random variables,
Drumond-Cole, Park and Terilla [34–36] could construct a homotopy probability theory for which
the cumulants coincide with the morphisms of the homotopy algebras. A probabilistic framework,
used here, was introduced in [1], and generalized to Tsallis entropies by Vigneaux [3]. The diversity
of the formalisms employed in these independent but convergent approaches is astonishing. So, to
the question what is information topology, it is only possible to answer that it is under development
at the moment. The results of Catelineau, Elbaz-Vincent and Gangl inscribed information into the
theory of motives, which according to Beilison’s program is a mixed Hodge-Tate cohomology [37].
All along the development of the application to data, following the cohomology developed by [1,3]
on an explicit probabilistic basis, we aimed to preserve such a structure and unravel its expression
in information theoretic terms. Moreover, following Aomoto’s results [38,39], the actual conjecture
[1] is that the higher classes of information cohomology should be some kind of polylogarithmic
k-form (k-differential volume that are symmetric and additive, and that correspond to the cocycle
conditions for the cohomology of Lie groups [38]). The following developments suggest that these
higher information groups should be the families of functions satisfying the functional equations of
k-independence Ik = 0, a rather vague but intuitive view that can be tested in special cases.
1.3. Information structures and coboundaries
This section justifies the choice of functions and algorithm, the topological nature of the data
analysis and the approximations we had to concede for computation. We refer to [1,3] for a detailed
description of the construction and generalizations.
The characterization of information functions such as entropy and k-mutual-information by
homological means underlines their mathematical foundation and universality, and justifies that
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they constitute pertinent candidates to estimate the structure of data. In the general formulation of
information cohomology, the random variables are partitions of the atomic probabilities of a finite
probability space (Ω, B , P) (e.g. all their equivalence classes). The Joint-Variable ( X1 , X2 ) is the less
fine partition that is finer than X1 and X2 ; the whole lattice of partitions Π [40] corresponds to the
lattice of joint random variables [1,41]. Then, a general information structure is defined to be the
triple (Ω, Π, P). A more modern and general expression in category theory and topos is given in [1,3].
( X1 , ..., Xk ; P) designates the image law of the probability P by the measurable function of joint variables
( X1 , ..., Xk ). Figure 1 gives a simple example of the lattice of partitions for 4 atomic probabilities, with
the simplicial sublattice used for data analysis. Atomic probabilities are also illustrated in Figure 14.

Figure 1. Example of general and simplicial information structures. a, Example of lattice of random
variables (partitions): the lattice of partitions of atomic-elementary events for a sample space of 4
atomic elements |Ω| = 4 (for example two coins and Ω = {00, 01, 10, 11}), each element being denoted
by a black dot in the circles representing the random variables. The joint operation of Random Variables
noted ( X, Y ) or X ⊗ Y of two partitions is the less fine partition Z that is finer than X and Y (Z divides
Y and X, or Z is the greatest common divisor of Y and X). It is represented by the coincidence of two
edges of the lattices. The joint operation has an identity element noted 1 = Ω (that we will note 0
thereafter), with X, 1 = X, Ω = X and is idempotent ( X, X ) = X 2 = X. The structure is a partially
ordered set (poset) with a refinement relation. b, Illustration of the simplicial structure (sublattice) used
for the data analysis ( |Ω| = 4 as previously).

On this general information structure, we consider the real module of all measurable functions
F ( X1 , ..., Xk ; P), and the conditioning-expectation by Y of measurable functions as the action of Y on
the functional module, noted Y.F ( X1 , ..., Xk ; P), such that it corresponds to the usual definition of
conditional entropy (equ. 8). We define our complexes of measurable functions of random variables
X k = F ( X1 , ..., Xk ; P), and the cochain complexes ( X k , ∂k ) as :
∂0

∂1

∂2

∂ k −1

0−
→ X0 −
→ X1 −
→ X2 −
→ ...X k−1 −−→ X k
where ∂k is the left action co-boundary that Hochschild proposed for associative and ring structures
[42]. A similar construction of random variable complex was given by Drumond-Cole, Park and Terilla
[34,35]. We consider also the two other directly related cohomologies that are defined by considering a
trivial left action [1] and a symmetric (left and right) action [6,43,44] of conditioning:
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• The left action Hochschild-information coboundary and cohomology (with trivial right action,
left panel of Figure 2):

(∂k ) F ( X1 ; X2 ; ...; Xk+1 ; P) = X1 .F ( X2 ; ...; Xk+1 ; P)
k

+ ∑ (−1)i F ( X1 ; X2 ; ...; ( Xi , Xi+1 ); ...; Xk+1 ; P)

(18)

i =1

+ (−1)k+1 F ( X1 ; ...; Xk ; P)
This coboundary, with a trivial right action, is the usual coboundary of Galois cohomology ([45],
p.2), and in general it is the coboundary of homological algebra obtained by Cartan and Eilenberg
[46] and MacLane [47] (non homogenous bar complex).
• The "topological-trivial" Hochschild-information coboundary and cohomology: considering a
trivial left action in the preceding setting , e.g. X1 .F ( X2 ; ...; Xk+1 ) = F ( X2 ; ...; Xk+1 ). It is the
subset of the preceding case, which is invariant under the action of conditioning. We obtain the
topological coboundary (∂kt ) [1]:

(∂kt ) F ( X1 ; X2 ; ...; Xk+1 ; P) = F ( X2 ; ...; Xk+1 ; P)
k

+ ∑ (−1)i F ( X1 ; X2 ; ...; ( Xi , Xi+1 ); ...; Xk+1 ; P)

(19)

i =1

+ (−1)k+1 F ( X1 ; ...; Xk ; P)
• The symmetric Hochschild-information coboundary and cohomology: as introduced by
Gerstenhaber and Shack [6], Kassel [44] (p.13) and Weibel [43] (chap.9), we consider a symmetric
(left and right) action of conditioning, that is X1 .F ( X2 ; ...; Xk+1 ) = F ( X2 ; ...; Xk+1 ).X1 . The left
action module is essentially the same as considering a symmetric action bimodule [6,43,44]. We
hence obtain the following symmetric coboundary (∂k∗ ):

(∂k∗ ) F ( X1 ; X2 ; ...; Xk+1 ; P) = X1 .F ( X2 ; ...; Xk+1 ; P)
k

+ ∑ (−1)i F ( X1 ; X2 ; ...; ( Xi , Xi+1 ); ...; Xk+1 ; P)

(20)

i =1

+ (−1)k+1 Xk+1 .F ( X1 ; ...; Xk ; P)
Based on these definitions, Baudot and Bennequin [1] computed the first homology class in the left
action Hochschild-information cohomology case and the coboundaries in higher degrees. We introduce
here the symmetric case, and detail the higher degree cases by direct specialization of the co-boundaries
formulas, such that it appears that information functions and chain rules are homological by nature.
The main results are summarized in Figure 2.
For notation clarity, we omit the probability in the writing of the functions, and when specifically
stated replace their notation F by their usual corresponding informational function notation H, I.
1.3.1. first degree (k=1)
For the first degree k = 1, we have the following results:
• The left 1-co-boundary is (∂1 ) F ( X1 ; X2 ) = X1 .F ( X2 ) − F ( X1 , X2 ) + F ( X1 ). The 1-cocycle
condition (∂1 ) F ( X1 ; X2 ) = 0 gives F ( X1 , X2 ) = F ( X1 ) + X1 .F ( X2 ), which is the chain rule
of information shown in equation 10. Then, following Kendall [48] and Lee [49], it is possible to
recover the functional equation of information and to characterize uniquely, up to the arbitrary
multiplicative constant k, the entropy (equation 1) as the first class of cohomology [1,3]. This
main theorem allows us to obtain the other information functions in what follows. Marcolli and
Thorngren [29], Leinster, Fritz and Baez [31,32] obtained independently an analog result using
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Figure 2. Coboundaries and Cocycles of the left and symmetric action information cohomologies.
illustration summarizing the important theorems of the left (left, blue) and symmetric action (right,
red) information cohomologies. For illustration, in the center is depicted a sequence of simplicial
information complex, a cochain complex of information introduced in next chapter, the corresponding
simplicial complex is drawn on the right. Here, we will only consider the case H 0 = R, which
corresponds to 1 connected component.

measure-preserving function and characteristic one Witt construction, respectively. In these
various theoretical settings, this result extends to relative entropy [1,29,32], and Tsallis entropies
[3,29].
• The topological 1-coboundary (∂1t ) is (∂1t ) F ( X1 ; X2 ) = F ( X2 ) − F ( X1 , X2 ) + F ( X1 ), which
corresponds to the definition of mutual information (∂1t ) F ( X1 ; X2 ) = I ( X1 ; X2 ) = H ( X1 ) +
H ( X2 ) − H ( X1 , X2 ), and hence I2 is a topological 1-coboundary.
• The symmetric 1-coboundary (∂1∗ ) is (∂1∗ ) F ( X1 ; X2 ) = X1 .F ( X2 ) − F ( X1 , X2 ) + X2 .F ( X1 ), which
corresponds to the negative of the pairwise mutual information (∂1∗ ) F ( X1 ; X2 ) = X2 .H ( X1 ) +
X1 .H ( X2 ) − H ( X1 , X2 ) = − I ( X1 ; X2 ), and hence − I2 is a symmetric 1-coboundary. Moreover,
the 1-cocycle condition (∂1∗ ) F ( X1 ; X2 ) = 0 characterizes functions satisfying F ( X1 , X2 ) =
X2 .F ( X1 ) + X1 .F ( X2 ), which corresponds to the information pseudo-metric discovered by
Shannon [50], Rajski [51], Zurek [52] and Bennett [53], and has further been applied for
hierarchical clustering and finding categories in data by Kraskov and Grassberger [54]:
H ( X1 4 X2 ) = X2 .H ( X1 ) + X1 .H ( X2 ) = H ( X1 , X2 ) − I ( X1 ; X2 ). Therefore, up to an arbitrary
scalar multiplicative constant k, the information pseudo-metric H ( X1 4 X2 ) is the first class
of symmetric cohomology. This pseudo metric is represented in the Figure . It generalizes to
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pseudo k-volumes that we define by Vk = Hk − Ik (particularly interesting symmetric functions
computed by the provided software).
1.3.2. Second degree (k=2)
For the second degree k = 2, we have the following results:
• The left 2-co-boundary is ∂2 F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ) = X1 .F ( X2 ; X3 ) − F (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ) + F ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 )) −
F ( X1 ; X2 ), which corresponds to minus the 3-mutual information ∂2 F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ) =
X1 .I ( X2 ; X3 ) − I (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ) + I ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 )) − I ( X1 ; X2 ) = − I ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ), and hence − I3 is
left 2-coboundary.
• The topological 2-coboundary is (∂2t ) F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ) = F ( X2 ; X3 ) − F (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ) +
F ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 )) − F ( X1 ; X2 ), which corresponds in information to ∂2t F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ) = I ( X2 ; X3 ) −
I (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ) + I ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 )) − I ( X1 ; X2 ) = 0, and hence the topological 2-coboundary is
always null-trivial.
• The symmetric 2-coboundary is (∂2∗ ) F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ) = X1 .F ( X2 ; X3 ) − F (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ) +
F ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 )) − X3 .F ( X1 ; X2 ), which corresponds in information to ∂2∗ F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ) =
X1 .I ( X2 ; X3 ) − I (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ) + I ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 )) − X3 .I ( X1 ; X2 ) = 0, and hence the symmetric
2-coboundary is always null-trivial.
1.3.3. Third degree (k=3)
For the third degree k = 3, we have the following results:
• The left 3-co-boundary is ∂3 F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) = X1 .F ( X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) − F (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ; X4 ) +
F ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 ); X4 ) − F ( X1 ; X2 ; ( X3 , X4 )) + F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ), which corresponds in information
to ∂3 F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) = X1 .I ( X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) − I (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ; X4 ) + I ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 ); X4 ) −
I ( X1 ; X2 ; ( X3 , X4 )) + I ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ) = 0, and hence the left 3-coboundary is always null-trivial.
• The topological 3-coboundary is ∂3t F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) = F ( X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) − F (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ; X4 ) +
F ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 ); X4 ) − F ( X1 ; X2 ; ( X3 , X4 )) + F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ), which corresponds in information
to ∂3t F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 )
=
I ( X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) − I (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ; X4 ) + I ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 ); X4 ) −
I ( X1 ; X2 ; ( X3 , X4 )) + I ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ) = I ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ), and hence I4 is a topological
3-coboundary.
• The symmetric 3-coboundary is (∂3∗ ) F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) = X1 .F ( X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) − F (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ; X4 ) +
F ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 ); X4 ) − F ( X1 ; X2 ; ( X3 , X4 )) + X4 .F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ), which corresponds in information
to ∂3∗ F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) = X1 .I ( X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) − I (( X1 , X2 ); X3 ; X4 ) + I ( X1 ; ( X2 , X3 ); X4 ) −
I ( X1 ; X2 ; ( X3 , X4 )) + X4 .I ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ) = − I ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ), and hence − I4 is a symmetric
3-coboundary.
1.3.4. Higher degrees
For k = 4, we obtain ∂4 F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ; X5 ) = − I5 , and ∂5t F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ; X5 ) = 0 , and
∂5∗ F ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4 ; X5 ) = 0. For arbitrary k, the symmetric coboundaries are just the opposite of the
topological coboundaries ∂kt = −∂k∗ . It is possible to generalize to arbitrary degrees [1] by remarking
that we have:
• For even degrees 2k: we have I2k = −∂t I2k−1 and then I2k = ∂t ∂∂t ...∂∂t H with 2k − 1 boundary
terms. In conclusion, we have:
2k
∂2k = − I2k+1 and ∂2k
∗ = −∂t = 0

(21)

• For odd degrees 2k + 1: I2k+1 = −∂I2k−1 and then I2k+1 = −∂∂t ∂...∂∂t H with 2k boundary terms.
In conclusion, we have:
−1
∂2k−1 = 0 and ∂2k
= −∂2k
(22)
∗
t = − I2k
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Since Ik (0) = 0, such structures with alternated "zeros" enforce the fundamental relation ∂k ∂k−1 =
0, and also ∂k∗ ∂k∗−1 = 0, that defines a cohomological theory. Ik (0) = 0, or F (∅) = 0 is indeed a theorem
([55] p.3) that follows directly from disjoint additivity axiom F ( X1 ∪ X2 ) = F ( X1 ) + F ( X2 ) and empty
set definition [56]. We hence consider together with disjoint additivity axiom, the multiplicative
expression of the empty set, e.g. the non-contradiction (consistency) principle stated by Boole called
idempotence X.(1 − X ) = 0 [57], as the fundamental axioms of the mathematical theory of (classical)
information.
1.3.5. Information double complex
So far, following homological construction, the mutual informations in odd and even degrees
appeared in two separate but related cohomologies. Following Gerstenhaber and Shack who gave
a Hodge decomposition of Hochschild cohomology [6] and Loday [58], it is possible to merge the
previous cohomology theories in a single one by combining them in a double complex X •,• , explicitly
0 00
0 00
0 00
the triplet ( X •,• , ∂, ∂∗ ) = ( X k ,k , ∂k ,k , ∂k∗ ,k ), (k0 , k00 ) ∈ N × N represented by the following section of
the diagram:
/ X k,k
/ X k,1
/ X k,2
/ X k,3
/ ···
X k,0
(23)
O
O
O
O
O
∂k,0
∂k,k−1
∂k,1
∂k,2
∂k,3
∂k∗−1,0

∂k∗−1,1

:O

:O
∂2,0
∗

X 2,0
O
∂1,0
∗

X 1,0
O

/ X 2,1
O

∂2,1

∂1,0

/ X 1,1
O

∂0,0

/ X 0,1

/ X 2,2
O

∂2,2

/ X 1,2
O

∂0,1

/ X 0,2

:O

/ X 2,3
O

∂2,k
∗
∂2,3

/ ···

∂2,k−1

∂1,3
∗
∂1,2

∂0,2
∗

∂0,1
∗

∂k∗−1,k

∂2,3
∗

∂1,2
∗
∂1,1

∂k∗−1,3

:O
∂2,2
∗

∂1,1
∗

∂0,0
∗

X 0,0

:O
∂2,1
∗

∂2,0

∂k∗−1,2

/ X 1,3
O

∂1,k
∗
∂1,3

/ ···

∂1,k−1

∂0,3
∗
∂0,2

/ X 0,3

/ X 2,k
O
/ X 1,k
O
∂0,k
∗

∂0,3

/ ···

∂0,k−1

/ X 0,k

where ∂ and ∂∗ denote the left and symmetric coboundaries, respectively. This step is natural in
information terms since odd and even degrees of mutual information alternate in the two coboundaries.
Hence, in the case where we have only one component in the cohomology (connected), the left and
symmetric coboundaries anti-commute and we have:
∂k ∂k∗ + ∂k∗ ∂k = 0

(24)

Proof: if k is even, k = 2a, we have ∂k ∂k∗ = − I2a+1 (0) = 0, and ∂k∗ ∂k = − F0 (− I2a+1 ) = 0 since
we have only one constant F0 (connected) and it sends to zero. If k is odd k = 2a + 1, we have
∂k ∂k∗ = F0 (− I2a ) = 0 since we have only one constant F0 (connected) and it sends to zero, and
∂k∗ ∂k = − I2a (0) = 0 .
The total complex is defined by:
k0 ,k00
k
XTot
= ⊕k0 +k00 =k XTot
(25)
with coboundary ∂ktot = ∂k + (−1)k ∂k∗ and hence the coboundary of the total complex of information is
:
∂ktot = (−1)k+1 Ik+1
(26)
Moreover, the mutual information chain rules Ik−1 − Ik = Xk .Ik−1 and Ik = I ( X1 ; ...; Xk ; P) =
I ( X1 ) − ∑ik=2 Xi .I ( X1 ; ...; Xi−1 ) (equation 15) show that conditional mutual information is the coface
map of the total complex. In usual notations, ∂k = ∑ik=0 (−1)i di , where di = (−1)i+1 Xi .I ( X1 ; ...; Xi−1 )
is the coface map, and d0 = I ( X1 ). Figure 6 gives a graphical representation of this coface map on the
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information landscapes.
Hence we have established the following theorem (to simplify the notations with respect to usual
information theory, we do not write the constant X0 = 0 in the information structure, although it is
present in all what follows):
Theorem 1.1. Consider an information structure (Ω, Π, P) with a n-complex of cochain F ( X1 , ..., Xn ; P) =
X n , then odd mutual-informations are minus even left coboundaries ∂2k = − I2k+1 , even mutual-informations
−1 = − I [1], and k-mutual-informations are alternate sign
are minus odd symmetric coboundaries ∂2k
2k
∗
•
,
•
k − 1-coboundaries of the total complex ( X , ∂, ∂∗ ), ∂ktot = (−1)k+1 Ik+1 .
In conclusion, the total complex allows us to handle the usual information functions introduced
in the preceding section in a single cohomology that exhibits a Hodge structure, necessary in the
motivic theory where entropy originally appeared, according to the work of Gangl and Elbaz-Vincent,
following Kontsevitch and Cathelineau [24,26,27]. We underline that the methods employed to
characterize information functions are finite (at the exception of the logarithm function, all objects are
finite and methods non-asymptotic; for example, no Stirling approximation is made) and make no
positivity or convexity assumptions (at the exception of the probability definition [11]).

1.3.6. k-independence cocycle
It is easy to show that two random-variables X1 , X2 are statistically independent if and only if
I2 = I ( X1 , X2 ) = 0 (ex: [19], p.27). Moreover, I ( X1 , X2 ) is more general than the correlation coefficient
used in statistics and statistical physics since I ( X1 , X2) = 0 implies a null correlation coefficient
cov( X ,X )
(I ( X1 , X2 ) = 0 ⇒ ρ X1 ,X2 = 0, ρ X1 ,X2 = σX σ1X 2 ), whereas the converse does not hold in general.
1

2

This suggests the following definition of k-independence, weaker than the mutual-independence [11].
k-independence (definition): given an information structure (Ω, Π, P), the k random variables
X1 , ..., Xk in this structure are k-independent if Ik = I ( X1 , ..., Xk ) = 0.
Then, n variables are mutually independent if and only if ∀k ≤ n, Ik = 0 (the proof is direct from
the definition of Ik given in equation 5). This definition of k-independence is directly related to the
one obtained using the total correlation Ck proposed by Studený and Vejnarova [16,18] and Margolin
and colleagues [10], as expressed in equation 7. Ck quantifies the cumulative dependencies across the
dimensions, Ik quantifies the dependencies arising at each dimension. Both definitions are justified,
have their interest and are closely related as we will see in section 2.2.1. We focused in this section on
Ik because of its straightforward cohomological meaning and characterization. Such a choice implies
the appearance of information negativity that we review and characterize more in depth in section
3.1. As a probabilistic interpretation and conclusion, the information cohomology hence quantifies
statistical dependences at all degrees and the obstruction to factorization. Moreover, k-independence
coincides with cocycles. We therefore expect that the higher cocycles of information, conjectured to
be polylogarithmic forms [1,26,27], are characterized by the functional equations Ik = 0, and quantify
statistical k-independence.
2. Simplicial Information Cohomology
2.1. Simplicial substructures of information
The general information structure, relying on the information functions defined on the whole
lattice of partitions, encompasses all possible statistical dependences and relations, since by definition
it considers all possible equivalent classes on a probability space. One could hence expect this general
structure to provide the promising theoretical framework for classification tasks on data, and this
is probably true in theory. However, this general case hardly allows any interesting computational
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investigation as it implies an exhaustive (free) exploration of computational complexity following
Bell’s combinatoric in O(exp(exp( N n ))) for n N-ary variables. This fact was already remarked in the
study of aggregation for Artificial Intelligence by Lamarche-Perrin and colleagues [59]. At each order
k, the number of k-joint-entropy and k-mutual-information to evaluate is given by Stirling numbers of
the second kind S(n, k) that sum to Bell number Bn , Bn = ∑nk=0 S(n, k). For example, considering 16
variables that can take 8 values each, we have 816 = 248 ≈ 3.1014 atomic probabilities and the partition
248

lattice of variables exhibits around ee −1 ≥ 2200 elements to compute. Such computational reef can be
decreased by considering the sample-size m, which is the number of trials, repetitions or points that is
used to effectively estimate the empirical probability. It restricts the computation to O(exp(exp(m)),
which remains insurmountable in practice with our current classical Turing machines. To circumvent
this computational barrier, data analysis is developed on the simplest and oldest subcase of Hochschild
cohomology: the simplicial cohomology, which we hence call the simplicial information cohomology
and structure, and which corresponds to a subcase of cohomology and structure introduced previously
(see Figure 1b.). It corresponds to the example 1 and 4 in [1]. For simplicity, we note also the
simplicial information structure (Ω, ∆n , P), ∆n = ( X1 , ..., Xn ; P), as we will not come back to the general
setting. Joint ( X1 , X2 ) and meet ( X1 ; X2 ) operations on random variables are the usual joint-union
and meet-intersection of Boolean algebra and define two opposite-dual monoids, generating freely
the lattice of all subsets and its dual. The combinatorics of the simplicial information structure follow
binomial coefficients and, for each degree k in an information structure of n variables, we have
(nk) = k!(nn!−k!) elements that are in one to one correspondence with the k-faces (the k-tuples) of the
n-simplex of random variables (or its barycentric subdivision). It is a (simplicial) substructure of
the general structure since any finite lattice is a sub-lattice of the partition lattice [60]. This lattice
embedding and the fact that simplicial cohomology is a special case of Hochschild cohomology can be
inferred directly from their coboundary expression and has been explicitly formalized in homology:
notably, Gerstenhaber and Shack showed that a functor, noted Σ 7→ k Σ !, induces an isomorphism
between simplicial and Hochschild cohomology H • (Σ, k) ∼
= H • (k Σ !, k Σ !) [61]. A simplicial complex
X k = F ( X1 , ..., Xk ; P) of measurable functions is any subcomplex of this simplex ∆n with k ≤ n, and
any simplicial complex can be realized as a subcomplex of a simplex (see Steenrod [62] p.296). The
information landscapes presented in Figure 4 illustrate an example of such a lattice/information
structure. Moreover in this ordinary homological structure, the degree obviously coincides with the
dimension of the data space (the data space is in general Rn , the space of "co-ordinate" values of the
variables). This homological (algebraic, geometric and combinatorial) restriction to the simplicial
subcase can have some important statistical consequences. In practice, whereas the consideration
of the partition lattice ensured that no reasonable (up to logical equivalence) statistical dependences
could be missed (since all the possible equivalence classes on the atomic probabilities were considered),
the monoidal simplicial structure unavoidably misses some possible statistical dependences as shown
and exemplified by James and Crutchfield [63].
2.2. Topological Self and Free Energy of k-body interacting system - Poincaré-Shannon Machine
2.2.1. Topological Self and Free Energy of k-body interacting system
The basic idea behind the development of topological quantum field theories (see Schwarz, Atiyah
and Witten [55,64,65]) was to define the action and energy functionals on a purely topological ground,
independently of any metric assumptions, and to derive from this the correlation functions or partition
functions. The very basic principle goes back to Noether, who associated on homological ground
any continuous symmetry to a conserved quantity [66]. Here, in our elementary model for applied
purposes, we define, in the special case of classical and discrete probability, the k-mutual-information
Ik (that we prove to be discrete (k − 1)-differential operators and statistically more general than
correlation functions, cf. 1.3.6 [67]), as the contribution of the k-body interactions to the energy
functional. Some further observations support such a definition: i) as stated in [1] (Th.D), the signed
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mutual-informations (−1)k Ik defining energy are sub-harmonic, a kind of weak convexity ii) in the next
sections, we define the paths of information and show that they are equivalent to the discrete symmetry
group iii) from the empirical point of view, Figure 7 shows that these energy functionals estimated
on real data behave as expected for usual k-body homogeneous formalism such as Van-Der-Walls
model, or more refined Density Functional Theory (DFT) [68,69]. These definitions, given in the
context of simplicial structures, generalize to the case of partitions lattice, and altogether provide the
usual thermodynamical and machine-learning expressions and interpretation of mutual-information
quantities: some new methods free of metric assumptions. There are two qualitatively and formally
different components in the Ik :
• Self-internal information energy (definition): for k = 1, I1 and their sum in an information
structure expressed in equation 16, namely ∑ T ⊂[n];card(T )=1 I1 ( XT ; P), are a self-interaction
component, since it sums over marginal information-entropy I1 ( Xi ) = H1 ( Xi ). We call the
first dimension mutual information component U ( X1 , ..., Xn ; PN ) the self information or internal
information energy, in analogy to usual statistical physic and notably DFT:
n

U ( X1 , ..., Xn ; PN ) =

∑ I1 (Xi ; PN )

(27)

i =1

Note that in the present context, which is discrete and where the interactions do not depend on a
metric, the self-interaction does not diverge, which is a usual problem with metric continuous
formalism and was the original motivation for regularization and renormalization infinite
corrections, considered by Feynman and Dirac as the mathematical default of the formalism
[70,71].
• k-free-energy and total-free-energy (definition): for k ≥ 2, (−1)k Ik and their sum in an
information structure (equation 16) quantify the contribution of the k-body interactions.
We call the kth dimension mutual information component (−1)k Ik , given in equation
5, the k-free-information-energy.
We call the (cumulative) sum over dimensions of
these k-free-information-energies starting at pairwise interactions (dimension 2), the total
n-free-information-energy, and note it G ( X1 , ..., Xn ; PN ):
n

G ( X1 , ..., Xn ; PN ) =

∑ (−1)i−1

i =2

∑

Ii ( X I ; PN ) = Cn ( X1 ; ...Xn ; PN )

(28)

I ⊂[n];card( I )=i

The total free-energy is the total correlation (equation 7) introduced by Watanabe in 1960 [16] that
quantifies statistical dependence in the work of Studený and Vejnarova [18] and Margolin and
colleagues [10], and among other examples consciousness in the work of Tononi and Edelman
[17]. In agreement with the results of Baez and Pollard in their study of biological dynamics using
out-of-equilibrium formalism [72], the total free-energy is a relative entropy. Moreover, whereas
Ik energy component can be negative, the Ck total energy component is always non-negative.
Each (−1)k Ik term in the free energy can be understood as a free energy correction accounting
for the k-body interactions.
Entropy is given by the alternated sums of information (equation 16), which then read as the usual
isotherm thermodynamic relation:
Hn ( X1 , ..., Xn ; PN ) = U ( X1 , ..., Xn ; PN ) − G ( X1 , ..., Xn ; PN )

(29)

This information theoretic formulation of thermodynamic relation follows Jaynes [73,74], Landauer
[75], Wheeler [76], and Bennett’s[77] original work, and is general in the sense that it is finite and
discrete, and holds independently of the assumption of the system being in equilibrium or not, i.e.
for whatever finite probability. In more probabilistic terms, it does not assume that the variables are
identically distributed, a condition that is required for the application of classical central limit theorems
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(CLT) to obtain the normal distributions in the asymptotic limit [78]. In the special case where one
postulates that the probability follows the equilibrium Gibbs distribution, which is also the maximum
entropy distribution [79,80], the expression of the joint-entropy (k = −1/ ln 2) allows to recover the
equilibrium fundamental relation, as usually achieved in statistical physic (see Adami and Cerf [81]
and Kapranov [82] for more details). Explicitly, let’s consider the Gibb’s distribution:
1
p( X1 = x1 , ..., Xn = xn ) = p ij...n = e− βEij...n /k B T
Z
|{z}

(30)

n indices

where Eij...n is the energy of the elementary-atomic probability pij...n , k B is Boltzmann constant, T the
Ni .Nj ...Nn − E
ij...n /k B T

temperature and Z = ∑i,j,..,n

e

Ni .Nj ...Nn

is the partition function, such that ∑i,j,..,n

pij...n = 1.

Ni .Nj ...Nn
k ∑i,j,..,n

Since H ( X1 , ..., Xn ) =
pij...n ln pij...n , equals the thermodynamic entropy function S up to the
arbitrary Landauer constant factor k B ln 2, S = k B ln 2H ( X1 , ..., Xn ), the entropy for Gibbs distribution
gives:
N1 .N2 ...Nn

∑

H ( X1 , ..., Xn )/k =

N1 .N2 ...Nn

∑

pij...n Eij...n /k B T +

i,j,..,n

pij...n ln Z = (h Ei − G )/k B T

(31)

i,j,..,n

, which gives the expected thermodynamical relation:
k B T ln 2.H ( X1 , ..., Xn ) = h Ei − G = U − G

(32)

, where G is the free-energy G = −k B T ln Z.
In the general case of arbitrary random variables (not necessarily iid) and discrete probability space,
the identification of marginal informations with internal energy:
N1 .N2 ...Nn

n

∑

∑

H ( Xk ) =

pij...n Eij...n

(33)

i,j,..,n

k =1

implies by direct algebraic calculus that:
N1 .N2 ...Nn

∑

i,j,..,n

N1 .N2 ...Nn

pij...n Eij...n = −

∑

n

pij...n ln

i,j,..,n

∏ p••...k...•

!
(34)

k =i

, where the marginal probability p••...k...• is the sum over all probabilities for which Xk = xk . It is hence
tempting to identify the elementary-atomic energies Eij...n with the elementary marginal informations
ln p••...k...• . This is achieved uniquely by considering that such an elementary energy function must
satisfy the additivity axiom (extensivity): (E( Xi = xi , Xj = x j ) = Ei,j = Eij = Ei + Ej ), which is the
functional equation of the logarithm. The original proof goes back at least to Kepler, an elementary
version was given by Erdos [83], and in Information theory terms can be found in the proofs of
uniqueness of "single event information function" by Aczel and Darokzy ([84], p.3). It establishes the
following proposition:
Theorem 2.1. Given a simplicial information structure, the elementary energies satisfying the extensivity
axiom are the functions:
n

Eij...n = k ∑ ln p••...k...•
k =i

, where k is an arbitrary constant settled to k = −1/ ln 2 for units in bit.

(35)
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The geometric meaning of these elementary energies as log of marginal elementary probability
volumes (locally Euclidean) is illustrated in Figure 3 and further underlines that Ik,k≥2 are volume
corrections accounting for the statistical dependences among marginal variables.
Examples: i) in the example of 3 binary random variables (n = 3, N1 = N2 = N3 = 2,

Figure 3. Elementary energy as logarithm of locally Euclidean probability volumes. Example of an
elementary energy Eijk associated to a probability pijk using the same data space representation as in
Supplementary Figure 5 and Figure 14 (n = 3 variables). The histograms of the marginal distributions
of each variable are plotted beside the axes.

three variables of Bernoulli) illustrated in Figure 9, we have E000 = − ln( p0•• p•0• p••0 ),
E000 = − ln( p000 + p010 + p001 + p011 ) − ln( p000 + p100 + p001 + p101 ) − ln( p000 + p100 + p010 + p110 )
and in the configuration of negative-entangled-Borromean information of the Figure 9a-right, we
obtain E000 = 3 in bit units, and similarly E001 = E010 = E011 = E101 = E110 = E111 = 3, and we hence
recover U = ∑8i,j,k pijk Eijk = ∑3i=1 H ( Xi ) = 3 bits. Note that the limit 0 ln 0 ∼ 0 avoids singularity of
elementary energies.
ii) in the special case of identically distributed variables, p••...k...• = p•...j...•• , we have
Eij...n

Eij...n = nk ln p••...k...• and hence the marginal Gibbs distribution: p••...k...• = e nk .
iii) for independent identically distributed variable (non-interacting), we have Gn = 0, and hence:
Hn ( X1 , ..., Xn ; PN ) = U ( X1 , ..., Xn ; PN ) = nH ( Xi )

(36)

iv) considering the variables to be the 6n variables of the phase space, with one variable of position
and one variable of momentum per body (noted ( Xk1 , Xk2 , Xk3 , Pk1 , Pk2 , Pk3 ) for the kth body), it is possible
to re-express the semi-classical formalism according to which the entropy formulation is (Landau and
Lifshitz [85],p.22):


∆X∆P
(37)
H6n ( X11 , X12 , X13 , P11 , P12 , P13 , ..., Pn3 ; PN ) = log
(2πh̄)6n
It is achieved by identifying the internal and free energy as following:

h Ei = −6n log(2πh̄)

(38)

G = − log(∆X∆P)

(39)

This identifies the elementary volumes/probabilities with the Planck constant, the quantum of action
(the consistency in the units is realized in section 2.4.3 by the introduction of time). The quantum of
action can be illustrated by considering in the Figure 3 that it is the surface of the square/rectangle for
two conjugate variables (considered as position and momentum). In this setting, ∆X∆P quantifies
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the non-extensivity of the volume in the phase-space due to interactions, or in other words, the
mutual-informations account for the consideration of the dependence of the subsystems considered
as opened and exchanging energy. As noted by Baez and Pollard, the relative entropy provides
a quantitative measure of how far from equilibrium the whole system is [72]. The (real) random
variables are the classical analogs of the observables in quantum physic, and can be considered as
synonymous of classical observables. The basic principle of such expression of information theory
in physic is known at least since Jaynes’s work [74,86]. However, a more complete (semi) classical
expression of the information structures presented here could be done.
As a conclusion, information topology applies, without imposing metric or symplectic or contact
structures, to physical formalism of n-body interacting systems relying on empirical measures.
Considering the 3n or 6n dimensions (degrees of freedom) of a configuration or a phase space
as random variables, it is possible to recover the (semi) classical statistical physic formalism. We
emphasize in section 5.5 that an important part of the results in statistical physic and thermodynamic
relies on taking the infinite dimension case (n → ∞), the asymptotic limit, or the "continuous space"
case (N → ∞) and identically distributed variables, so that the finite case investigated here can be
understood as a micro-heterogeneous thermodynamic. So the main interest of this section relative to
thermodynamic is the proposition that Ik functions quantify the contribution of the k-body interactions
to the free-energy functional that still holds in small heterogeneous systems. It is also interesting
to discuss the status of the analog of the temperature variable in the present formalism which is
played by the graining, which is the size Ni of the alphabet of a variable Xi (cf. section 5.5.3). In
usual thermodynamic we have H ( X n ; PN ) = T.S( X n ), and to stay consistent, temperature shall be
a functional inverse of the graining N, lowest temperature being the finest grain (large N), highest
temperature being the coarsest graining (small N).
2.2.2. Machine learning - Poincare-Shannon Machine
The energetic expression of Ik functions allows a direct interpretation of the information
topology in terms of machine learning. The original work based on spin networks by Hopfield [87]
formalized fully recurrent networks as n binary random variables (N = 2). Ackley, Hinton and
Sejnowski [88] followed up by imposing the Markov Field condition, allowing the introduction of
conditional independence to handle network structures with hidden layers and hidden nodes. The
result, the Boltzmann or Helmholtz machine [89], relies on the maximum entropy or free-energy
minimization principle, and originally on minimizing the relative entropy between the network
and environmental states [88]. On the side of statistics, Efron established the statistical curvature,
which vanishes for exponential families and is positive for nonexponential families [90]. Cencov
characterized the Fisher information metric on statistical models as the only invariant Riemannian
metric under diffeomorphism [91], recently generalized to the infinite dimensional case by Ay, Jost,
Le and Schwachhöfer [92]. Following these results, Amari introduced a more general geometrical
and statistical formalization of the machine learning methods, notably introducing Fisher metric and
giving the natural gradient descent algorithm [93,94]. Although they point toward the existence of a
topological formalism, these methods are geometric as they require a predefined metric or distance
to reach the minimum of the energy functional. The present method is topological and avoids the
introduction a priori of such a metric: rather, a family of Shannon’s pseudometric emerges from
the formalism as a first cohomological class (cf. section 1.3.1): considering a symmetric action of
conditioning, we obtain Shannon’s metric parametrized by a scalar multiplicative constant, much like
for the Cayley-Klein-Hilbert metric [95] or the metric of Cartan for 3D conformal anallagmatic space
[96]. Notably, the notion of geodesic used in machine learning is replaced by the homotopical notion of
path, that we will introduce in the next section. Moreover, The generalization of binary neuronal-ising
models to arbitrary multivalued variables with Ni values corresponds to the generalization of spin
models to Potts models [97]. Such generalization is pertinent for biological systems in general, since
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coding and meaningful variables in biology are usually non-digital and only in quite exceptional cases
binary. We propose to call the algorithm and data analysis presented here, the Poincaré-Shannon
machine, since it implements simplicial homology and information theory in a single framework,
applied effectively to empirical data.
The topological methods can also be understood in the perspective of classical statistical tests and data
analysis for multivariate data. Benzecri formalized the factorial correspondence analysis [98], a special
case of principal component analysis with Euclidian χ2 -metric, the χ2 test relying on the assumption
of independent normally or identically distributed data. The topological information approach gives
a preliminary view of factorial analysis when one does not assume a Euclidian χ2 -metric and an
identical distribution of the variables. The section 5.5.2, which investigates and discusses Pethel and
Hahs test of dependence [5], provides a preliminary presentation in practice of what could be called
topological factorial analysis, however with important open questions toward such an achievement.
As a summary and more generally, all the works we just cited point out that the geometrical
formalization of probability that occurred within the last decades led to a situation that is analog to
the discovery of the existence and relevance of non-euclidian deterministic geometries one century
before (see Poincare’s review of 1891 [99]), and that information theory provides the functions to
quantify such geometries. This analogy may be deepened by proposing that the Axiom of Choice
(or the resulting Excluded Third) plays in the present probability context the role of Euclide’s 5th
axiom in the genesis of modern geometry. Interestingly, the motivation in physic of the associated
theories, going from the deterministic to the probabilistic view, also followed a partial shift from
the celestial motivation of relativistic mechanic, to the more down-to-earth and constructive aims of
biological, neuroscience and ecological systems modeling. The "frontiers" of physic may be much
closer to ourselves than previously thought and could be bounded by what humans (or machines) can
reasonably understand and infer from observation.
On the side of algebraic topology, the identification of the topological structures of dataset
has motivated important researches following the development of persistent homology [100–102].
Combining in a single framework statistical and topological structures remains an active challenge of
data analysis that already gave some interesting results [103,104]. Some recent works have proposed
information theoretical approaches grounded on homology, defining persistent entropy [105,106],
graph’s topological entropy [107], spectral entropy [108], or multilevel Integration entropies [109]. In
regard to current topological data analysis methods, the main peculiarity of the methods presented here
is to be based on atomic probabilities rather than on data points, and on an intrinsically probabilistic
framework: the differential operators are fundamental maps in probability-information theory. On the
data analysis side, it provides new algorithm and tools for Topological Data Analysis allowing to rank,
detect clusters, functional modules and to make dimensionality reduction; all these classical tasks in
data analysis have indeed a deep homological meaning.
2.3. k-Entropy and k-Information landscapes
Information landscapes (definition): The information landscapes are a representation of the
(semi)-lattice of information structures where each element is represented as a function of its
corresponding value of entropy or mutual information. In abscissa are the dimensions k and in
ordinate the values of information functions of a given subset of k variables.
In data science terms, these landscapes are a visualization of high-dimensional data. In information
theory terms, it provides a representation of Shannon’s work on lattice [50] further developed by Han
[110]. Hk and Ik , as real continuous functions, provide a ranking of the lattices at each dimension k. It
is the ranking, i.e. the relative values of information, which matters and comes out of the homological
approach, rather than the absolute values. The principle of Hk and Ik landscapes is illustrated in Figure
4 for n = 4. Hk and Ik analyse quantify the variability-randomness and statistical dependences at
all dimensions k, respectively, from 1 to n, n being the total number of variables under study. The
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Figure 4. Entropy and information landscapes. a, illustration of the principle of entropy Hk landscape
and b, of a mutual-information Ik landscape for n = 4 random variables. The lattice of the simplicial
information structure is depicted with grey lines.

Hk landscape represents the values of joint entropy for all k-tuples of variables as a function of the
dimensions k, the number of variables in the k-tuple, together with the associated edges-paths of
the lattice (in grey). The Ik landscape represents the values of mutual-information for all k-tuples of
variables as a function of the dimension k, which is the number of variables in the k-tuple.

Figure 5. Theoretical examples of entropy and information landscapes. a, Hk and Ik landscapes for
n independent identically distributed variables. The degeneracy of Hk and Ik values is represented by
a color code: the number of k-tuples having the same information value. b, Hk and Ik landscapes for n
fully redundant variables. Such variables are equivalent from the information point of view, they are
identically distributed and fully dependent.

Figure 5 gives two theoretical extremal examples of such landscapes, one for independent
identically distributed variables (totally disordered) and one for fully dependent identically distributed
variables (totally ordered). The degeneracy of Hk and Ik values is given by the binomial coefficient
(color code in Figure 5), hence allowing to derive the normal exact expression of the information
landscapes in the assymptotic infinite dimensional limit (n → ∞) by application of Laplace-Lemoivre
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theorem. These are theoretical extremal examples: Hk and Ik landscapes effectively computed and
estimated on biological data with finite sample are shown in Figure 11, and in practice the finite sample
size (m) may impose some bounds on the landscapes (see section 5.5).
2.4. Information Paths and Minimum Free Energy Complex
In this section we establish that information landscapes and paths encode directly all the basic
equalities, inequalities and functions of information theory and allow us to obtain the minimum free
energy complex that we estimate on data.
2.4.1. Information Paths
Information path (definition): On the discrete simplicial information lattice ∆k , we define a path
of degree k as a sequence of edges of the lattice that begins at the least element of the lattice (the
identity-constant "0"), travels along edges from vertex to vertex of increasing dimension and ends at
the greatest element of the lattice of dimension k. Information paths could also be called information
chains, as they are generated by the chain rules of information (equation 14).
From the algebraic point of view, information paths are defined on both joint-entropy and meet-mutual
information semi-lattices, and the usual joint-entropy and mutual-information functions are defined
on each element of such paths. Entropy path and information path of degree k are noted HPk and IPk ,
respectively, and the set of all information paths is noted HP k = { HPi }i∈1,...,k! for the entropy paths,
and IP k = { IPi }i∈1,...,k! for the mutual-information paths. We have the theorem:
Theorem 2.2. The two sets of all information paths HP k and IP k in the simplicial information structure ∆k
are both in bijection with the symmetric group Sk . Notably, there are k! information paths in ∆k .
Proof: by simple enumeration, an edge of dimension m connects k − m edges of dimension m + 1,
the number of paths is hence (k − 0).(k − 1)....(k − k + 2).(k − k + 1) = k!, hence the conclusion .
A given path can be identified with a permutation or a total order by extracting the missing variable
in a previous node when increasing the dimension, for example the mutual-information path in ∆4 :
IPi = 0 → (0, X2 ) → (0, X1 , X2 ) → ( X1 , X2 , X4 ) → (0, X1 , X2 , X3 , X4 ) can be noted as the permutation
σ:
!
0 1 2 3 4
σ
or (01234) −
→ (02143)
(40)
0 2 1 4 3
We note an information path with arrows, giving for the previous example IPi = (0 → X2 → X1 →
X4 → X3 ). These paths shall be seen as the automorphisms of {1, 2.....k} = [k] and the space of entropy
and mutual information paths can be endowed with the structure of two opposite symmetric groups
opp
Sk and Sk . The equivalence of the set of paths and symmetric group only holds for the subcase of
simplicial structures, and the information paths in the lattice of partition are obviously much richer.
More precisely, the subset of simplicial information paths in the lattice of partitions corresponds to the
automorphisms of the lattice. It is known that the finite symmetric group is the automorphism group
of the finite partition lattice [111]; such remark being a preliminary basis of the construction of cyclic
homology upon Eulerian partitions by Loday [58], so the only novelty of this theorem is its appearance
in the context of information, thermodynamic and probability theory. The geometrical realization of
information paths IP k and HP k consists in two dual permutohedron (see Postnikov [112]), and gives
the informational version of the work of Matúš on conditional probability and permutohedron [113].
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2.4.2. Derivatives, inequalities and conditional mutual information negativity
Derivatives of information paths:
In the information landscapes, the paths HPi and IPi are piecewise linear functions IPi (k) with
IPi (k ) = Ik where Ik is the mutual-information of the k-tuple of variables pertaining to the path IPi .
We define the first derivatives of the paths for both entropy and mutual information structures as
piecewise linear functions:
First derivative of entropy path: the first derivative of an entropy path HPi (k) is the conditional
information ( X1 , ..., Xk−1 ).H ( Xk ; P):
dHPi (k)
= H ( X1 , ..., Xk ; P) − H ( X1 , ..., Xk−1 ; P) = ( X1 , ..., Xk−1 ).H ( Xk ; P)
dk

(41)

This derivative is illustrated in the graph of Figure 6a. It represents an arbitrary element and path-edge
of the landscape for a dimension k to k + 1. It implements the chain rule of entropy Hk+1 − Hk =
Xi ; ...; Xk+1 ).H ( Xi ) (equation 12), and in homology provides a diagram where conditional
( X1 ; ...; c
Xi ; ...; Xk+1 ).H ( Xi ) = di : X k → X k+1 , as a special case of
entropy is a simplicial coface map ( X1 ; ...; c
section 1.3.5.
First derivative of mutual information path: the first derivative of an information path IPi (k ) is
minus the conditional information ( Xk ).I ( X1 , ..., Xk−1 ; P):
dIPi (k)
= I ( X1 , ..., Xk ; P) − I ( X1 , ..., Xk−1 ; P) = − Xk .I ( X1 , ..., Xk−1 ; P)
dk

(42)

This derivative is illustrated in the graph of Figure 6b. It represents an arbitrary element and path-edge
of the landscape for a dimension k to k + 1. It implements the chain rule of mutual-information
Ik−1 − Ik = Xk .Ik−1 (equation 13), and in homology provides a diagram where minus the conditional
mutual-information is a simplicial coface map Xi .I ( X1 ; ...; c
Xi ; ...; Xk+1 ) = di : X k → X k+1 , introduced
in section 1.3.5.
Bounds of the derivatives and information inequalities
The slope of entropy paths is bounded by the usual conditional entropy bounds ([4] p.27-28). Its
minimum is 0 and is achieved in the case where Xk+1 is a deterministic function of (X1 , ..., Xk ) (lower
dashed red line in Figure 6a). Its global upperbound is max Hk+1 = k. ln( N1 ...Nk+1 ) and its sharp
bound given by ( X1 ; ...; c
Xi ; ...; Xk+1 ).H ( Xi ) ≤ H ( Xi ) is achieved in the case where Xk+1 is independent
of X1 , ..., Xk (we have Hk+1 = Hk + H ( Xk+1 ) (higher dashed red line in Figure 6a). Hence, any entropy
path lies in the (convex) entropy cone defined by the 3 points labeled Hk , min Hk+1 and max Hk+1 : the
3 vertices of the cone depicted as a red surface in Figure 6a and called the Shannonian Cone following
Yeung’s seminal work [114].
The behavior of a mutual-information path and the bounds of its slope are richer and more
complex than the preceding conditional entropy:
• For k = 2, the conditional information is the conditional entropy Xi .I ( X j ) = Xi .H ( X j ) and has
the same usual bounds 0 ≤ Xi .I ( X j ) ≤ I ( X j ).
• For k = 3 the conditional mutual-information Xi .I ( X j ; Xh ) is always positive or null
Xi .I ( X j ; Xh ) ≥ 0 and hence I2 ≥ I3 ([4] p.26, the opposite of th.2.40 p.30), whereas the higher

limit is given by Xi .I ( X j ; Xh ) ≥ min Xi .H ( X j ), Xi .H ( Xh ) ([20] th.2.17), with equality iff X j and
Xh are conditionally independent given Xi , and implying that the slope from k = 2 to k = 3
increases in the Ik landscape.
• For k > 3, Xk .I ( X1 ; ..; Xk−1 ) can be negative as a consequence of the preceding inequalities.
In terms of information landscape this negativity means that the slope is positive, hence that
the information path has crossed a critical point, a minimum. As expressed by theorem 1.1,
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Figure 6. Entropy and information paths. Illustration of an entropy path HPi = 0 → 1 → 4 → 2 → 3
(a) and of a mutual information path IPi = 0 → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 (b) for n = 4 random variables (see
text).

Xk .I ( X1 ; ..; Xk−1 ) < 0 iff Ik < Ik+1 , meaning that the mutual information estimation diverges.
The minima correspond to zeros of conditional information (conditional independence) and
hence detect cocycles in the data. The appendix A.1 presents the upper and lower (conjectured)
bounds of conditional mutual information. The results on information inequalities define as
"Shannonian" [115–117] the set of inequalities that are obtained from conditional information
positivity (Xi .I ( X j ; Xh ) ≥ 0) by linear combination, which forms a convex "positive" cone after
closure. "Non-Shannonian" inequalities could also be exhibited [115][116], hence defining a new
convex cone that includes and is strictly larger than the Shannonian set. Following Yeung’s
nomenclature and to underline the relation with his work, we call the positive conditional
mutual-information cone (surface colored in red in Figure 6b) the "Shannonian" cone and
the negative conditional mutual-information cone (surface colored in blue in figure 6b) the
"non-Shannonian" cone.
In appendix A.2 we give the representation in information landscape of the generalization of
conditioning to joint conditional entropy and meet conditional information. In appendix A.3, we
give the characterization of Hu Kuo Ting of Markov chains in terms of mutual informations and their
representation in information landscape. In appendix A.4, we give an interpretation of conditional
mutual information positivity/negativity, in terms of stability/instability, and provide a gluing of Hk
and Ik landscape in a single landscape consisting in a twist (Tate-like).
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2.4.3. Information paths are random processes: topological 2nd law of thermodynamic and entropy
rate
So far, at the exception of the action of conditioning, the information structures were presented
quite statically. Here we present the dynamical aspects of information structures. Information paths
provide directly the standard definition of a stochastic process and it imposes how the time arrow
appears in the homological framework, how time series can be analyzed, how entropy rates can be
defined (etc.).
Random (stochastic) process (definition [118]): A random process { Xt , t ∈ T } is a collection of
random variables on the same probability space (Ω, B , P) and the index set T is a totally ordered set.
A stochastic process is a collection of random variables indexed by time, the probabilistic version
of a time series. Considering each symbol of a time series as a random variable, the definition of a
random-stochastic process corresponds to the unique information paths HPi and IPi which total order
is the time order of the series. We have the following lemma:
Lemma 1. (Stochastic process and information paths): Let (Ω, ∆k , P) be a simplicial information structure,
then the set of entropy paths HP k and of mutual-information paths IP k are in one to one correspondence with
the set of stochastic processes { Xt , t ∈ T, | T | = k }.
Proof: direct from the definitions .
As we previously stated, these paths are also automorphisms of {1, 2.....k} = [k ]. We obtain
immediately the topological version of the second law of thermodynamic, which improves the result
of Cover [19]:

Theorem 2.3. (Stochastic process and information paths): Let (Ω, ∆k , P) be a simplicial information structure,
then the entropy of a stochastic process can only increase with time.
Proof: given the correspondence we just established, the statement is equivalent to
H ( X1 , ..., Xk ) ≥ H ( X1 , ..., Xk−1 ), which is a direct consequence of conditional entropy positivity and
the chain rule of information with k = −1/ ln 2. The generalization with respect to the stationary
Markov condition used by Cover comes from the remark that in any case the indexing set of the
variable is a total order. Note that the homological formalism imposes an "initial" minimally low
entropy state H (0) = I (0) = 0 (a usual assumption in physic), the constant and zero degree homology,
which has to have at least 1 component to talk about the cohomology .
Remark: the meaning of this theorem in common terms was summarized by Gabor and Brillouin: "you
can’t have something for nothing, not even an observation" [119]. This increase in entropy is illustrated in
Figure 11. The usual stochastic approach of time series assumes a Markov chain structure, imposing
peculiar statistical dependences that restrict memory effects (cf. section A.3). The consideration of
stochastic processes without restriction allows any kind of dependences and arbitrary long historical
and "non trivial" memory. From the biological point of view it formalizes the phenomenon of arbitrary
long-lasting memory. From the physical point of view, without proof, such a framework appears as a
classical analog of the consistent or decoherent histories developed notably by Griffiths [120], Omnes
[121], and Gell-Mann and Hartle [122]. The information structures impose a stronger constraint
of a totally ordered set (or more generally a weak ordering) than the preorder imposed by Lieb
and Yngvason [123] to derive the second law. It is also interesting to note that even in this classical
probability framework, the entropy cone (the topological cone depicted in Figure 6a) imposed by
information inequalities, when considered with this time ordering, is a time-like cone (much-like the
special relativity cone), but with the arguably remarkable fact that we did not introduce any metric.
A natural question, regarding directly the formalization of information inequalities into category
theory, is: can this theorem be generalized by the consideration of data processing inequalities?
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The stochastic process definition allows to define the finite and asymptotic information rate: the
finite information rate r of an information path HPi is r = Hkk . The asymptotic information rate r of
an information path HPi is r = limk→∞ Hkk . It requires the generalization of the present formalism
to the infinite dimensional setting or infinite information structures, which is not trivial and will be
investigated in further work. We underline that no stationarity, ergodicity or Markovian (and all
the more iid memoryless processes) assumptions have been made in the formalism. Altogether, the
formalization of information paths provides an elementary setting to tackle the problematics raised
by Gromov on symmetry, probability, entropy [124]. Question: recently Baez and Fong published a
Noether Theorem for Markov Processes [125]; can we derive a Noether theorem for random discrete
processes in general, that is for all the symmetric group Sn using the present construction? Such a
theorem would provide the topological expression of the first law of thermodynamic. Such a question
was asked by Neuenschwander [126], and related to this aim, Mansfield gave a Noether theorem for
finite elements [127].

2.4.4. Local minima and critical dimension
The derivative of information paths allows to establish the lemma on which is based the
information path analysis. A critical point is said to be non-trivial if at this point the sign of the
derivative of the path, i.e. the conditional information, changes.
Lemma 2. (local minima of information paths): if Xk .I ( X1 ; ..; Xk−1 ) < 0 then all paths from 0 to Ik
passing by Ik−1 have at least one local minimum. In order for an information path to have a non-trivial critical
point, it is necessary that k > 3, the smallest possible dimension of a critical point being k = 3.
Proof: it is a direct consequence of the definitions of paths and of conditional 2-mutual-information
Xk .I2 positivity (Xk .I2 ≥ 0, cf. theorem 2.4.2.2).
Note that by definition a local minimum can be a global minimum. We will call, if it exists,
the dimension k of the first local minimum of an information path the first informational critical
dimension of the information path IPi , and note it k i1 . This allows us to define maximal information
paths:
Positive information path (definition): A positive information path is an information path from 0 to
a given Ik corresponding to a given k-tuple of variables such that Ik < Ik−1 < ... < I1 .
Maximal Positive information path (definition): A maximal positive information path is a positive
information path of maximal length. More formally, a maximal positive information path is a positive
information path that is not a proper subset of positive information paths.
The definitions make coincide positive information paths and maximal positive information path
with chains (faces) and maximal chains (facets), respectively. The maximal positive information path
stops at the first local minimum of an information path, if it exists. The first informational critical
dimension k i1 of a time series IPi , whenever it exists, gives a quantification of the duration of the
memory of the system.
2.4.5. Sum over paths and mean information path
As previously, for k = 1, IPi (1) can be identified with the self-internal energy and for k ≥ 2, IPi (k )
corresponds to the k-free-energy of a single path IPi . The chain rule of mutual information (equation
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15) and the derivative of an IPi path (equation 41) implies that the k-free-energy can be obtained from
a single path:
k

Ik = I ( X1 ; ...; Xk ; P) = I ( X1 ) − ∑ Xi .I ( X1 ; ...; Xi−1 ) = IPi (1) +
i =2

k

dIPi ( j)
dj
j =2

∑

(43)

Hence, the global thermodynamical relation 29 can be understood as the sum over all paths, the
sum over informational histories: the classical, discrete and informational version of the path integrals
in statistical physic [128]. Indeed considering an inverse relation between time and dimension t = n1 in
the probability expression 2.2.1 for iid processes gives the usual expression of a unitary evolution
t.Eij...n

operator p••...k...• = e k . Free-information-energy integrates over the simplicial structure of the
whole lattice of partitions over degrees k ≥ 2, which further justifies its free energy name.
In order to obtain a single state function instead of a group of k! paths-functions, we can compute
the mean behavior of the information structure, which is achieved by defining the mean Hk and Ik ,
noted h Hk i and h Ik i:
∑ T ⊂[n];card(T )=k Hk ( XT ; P)
h Hk i =
(44)
(nk)
and

h Ik i =

∑ T ⊂[n];card(T )=k Ik ( XT ; P)
(nk)

(45)

I ( X ;X )+ I ( X ;X )+ I ( X ;X )

2 3
1 2
1 3
For example, considering n = 3, then h I2 i =
. This defines the mean mutual
3
information path and a mean entropy path noted h HPi(k ) and h IPi(k ) in the information landscape.
n ; P ) and for k > 1
As previously, h IPi(1) can be identified with the mean self-internal energy U ( Xhom
N
n
h IPi(k) to the mean k-free-information-energy G ( Xhom ; PN ), giving the usual isotherm relation:

n
n
n
H ( Xhom
; PN ) = U ( Xhom
; PN ) − G ( Xhom
; PN )

(46)

n
The computation of the mean paths corresponds to an idealized information structure Xhom
for which all the variables would be identically distributed, would have the same entropy, and
would share the same mutual information Ik at each dimension k: a homogeneous information
structure, with homogeneous high-dimension k-body interactions. Like usually achieved in physic
notably in mean-field theory (for example Weiss [129] or Hartree), it aims to provide a single function
summarizing the average behavior of the system (we will see that in practice it misses the important
biological structures, pointing out the constitutive heterogeneity of biological systems see 3.2.0.1).
Prefiguring the application to data exposed in the next chapter, the h IPi(k) paths estimated on genetic
expression data set are shown for population A and population B neurons in Figure 7. We quantified
the gene expression levels for 41 genes in two populations of cells (A or B) as presented in section
5.1. We estimated Hk and Ik landscapes for these two populations and for two sets of genes ("genes
of interest" and "non relevant") according to the computational and estimation methods presented in
section 3. The available computational power restricts the analysis to a maximum of n = 21 variables
(or 21 dimensions), and imposed us to divide the genes between the two classes "genes of interest" and
"non relevant". The 21 genes of interest were selected within the 41 quantified genes according to their
known specific involvement in the function of population A cells.
Figure 7 exhibits the critical phenomenon usually encountered in condensed matter physic, like the
example of Van-der-Walls interactions [130]. Like any Ik path, h IPi(k) can have a first minimum with
a critical dimension k i1 that could be called the homogeneous critical dimension. For the 21 genes of
interest (whose expression levels, given the literature, are expected to be linked in these cell types)
the h Ik i path exhibits a clear minimum at the critical dimension k i1 = 4 for population A neurons and
k i1 = 5 population B neurons, reproducing the usual free-energy potential in the condensed phase for
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Figure 7. Example of mean entropy and information paths of gene expression. a, Mean entropy
path h Hk i for the 21 genes of interest for population A (green line) and population B neurons (red line).
b, Mean information path h Ik i for the same pool of genes. c, Mean information path h Ik i for the rest of
20 genes ("non relevant"). The undersampling dimension introduced in section 5.5.1 is depicted with
arrows.

which n-body interactions are non-negligible. For the 20 other genes, less expected to be related in
these cell types, the h Ik i path exhibits a monotonic decrease without a non-trivial minimum, which
corresponds to the usual free-energy potential in the uncondensed-disordered phase for which the
n-body interactions are negligible. Indeed, as shown in the work of Xie and colleagues [131], the tensor
network renormalization approach of n-body interacting quantum systems gives rise to an expression
of the free-energy as a function of the dimension of the interactions, in the same way than achieved
here.
2.4.6. Minimum free energy complex
The analysis of information paths that we now propose aims to determine all the first critical
points of information paths, in other words to determine all the information paths for which conditional
information stays positive, and all first local minima of the information landscape. Such an exhaustive
characterization would give a good description of the landscape and of the complexity of the measured
system. The qualitative reason for considering only the first extrema for the data analysis is that,
beyond that point, mutual information diverges (as section 2.4.4 explains) and the maximal positive
information paths correspond to stable functional modules in the application to data (gene expression).
A more mathematical justification is that they define the facets of a complex in our simplicial structure,
which we will call the minimum energy complex of our information structure, underlining that this
complex is the formalization of the minimum free energy principle in a degenerate case.
We now obtain the main theorem that our information path analysis aims to characterize
empirically:
Theorem 2.4. (Minimum free energy complex): the set of all positive information paths forms a simplicial
complex that we call the minimum free energy complex. Moreover, the dimension-degree of the minimum free
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energy complex is the maximum of all the first informational critical dimensions (d = max k i1 ), if it exists, or
the dimension of the whole simplicial structure n. The minimum free energy complex is noted X +d . A necessary
condition for this complex not to be a simplex is that its dimension is greater or equal to four (d ≥ 4).
Proof: It is known that there is a one to one correspondence between simplicial complexes and
their set of maximal chains (facets) (see [132] p.95 for example). The last part follows from Lemma 1.
.
In simple words, the maximal faces, e.g. the maximal positive information paths, encode all the
structures of the minimum free energy complex. Figure 8 illustrates one of the simplest examples of a
minimum free energy complex that is not a simplex, of dimension four in a five-dimensional simplicial
structure of information ∆5 .

Figure 8. Example of maximal Ik paths in an Ik landscape for n = 5 together with its corresponding
minimum free information energy complex. a, maximal Ik paths in an Ik landscape for n = 5. The
maximum positive information paths are depicted in red, for example the paths 1 → 2 → 3 → 4
but also 4 → 3 → 2 → 1, 3 → 4 → 5, and 1 → 2 → 5 are maximum positive information paths,
that is facets/maximal chains. The facet 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 is a 3-simplex while 3 → 4 → 5 is a
2-simplex with critical dimension k3→4→5 = 3. The usual dimension of the simplex is used here,
but we could have augmented it by one, since we added the constant element "0" to the algebra
(pointed space), such that the usual simplicial dimension and the critical dimension correspond. The
maximal critical dimension of the positive information paths is the dimension of the complex and
hence d( X +k ) = d(1 → 2 → 3 → 4) = 4. b, The minimum free energy complex corresponding to
the preceding maximal ik paths. It is a subcomplex of the 4-simplex also called the 5-cell with only
one 4 dimensional cell among the five depicted as the bottom tetrahedron {1234} with darker red
volume. It has 5 vertices, 10 edges, 10 2-faces and one 3-face (cell), hence its Euler characteristic is
χ( X +k ) = 5 − 10 + 10 − 1 = 4 and its minimum free energy characteristic characteristic is: H +k ( X +k ) =
10
∑5X ∈ X +k I ( Xi ) − ∑10
( X ;X )∈ X +k I ( Xi ; X j ) + ∑( X ;X ;X )∈ X +k I ( Xi ; X j ; Xh ) − I ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4)
i

i

j

i

j

h

We define the minimum free energy characteristic as:
H +k ( X +k ; P ) =

k

∑ (−1)i−1

i =1

∑

I ⊂ X + ;card( I )=i

Ii ( X I ; P)

(47)
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, where the component with dimension higher than one is a free energy. In the example of Figure 8 it
gives:
H +k ( X +k ) =

5

10

∑

I ( Xi ) −

Xi ∈ X + k

∑

I ( Xi ; X j )

( Xi ;X j )∈ X +k

10

+

∑

(48)

I ( Xi ; X j ; Xh ) − I ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 ; X4)

( Xi ;X j ;Xh )∈ X +k

We propose that this complex defines a complex system:
Complex system (definition): A complex system is a minimum free energy complex.
It has the merit to provide a formal definition of complex systems as simple as the definition of an
abstract simplicial complex can be, and to be quite consensual with respect to some of the approaches
in this domain, as reviewed by Newman [133]. Notably, it provides a formal basis to define some
of the important concepts in complex systems: emergence being the coboundary map, imergence
the boundary map, synergy being information negativity, organization scales being the ranks of
random-variable lattices, a collective interaction being a local minimum of free-energy, diversity being
the multiplicity of these minima quantified by the number of facets, a network being a 1-complex, a
network of network being a 1-complex in hyper-cohomology.
The interpretation in terms of sum over paths in the complex is direct as it sums over paths until they
diverge, the divergence being here the negativity of conditional mutual information. We called it the
minimum free energy complex but could have called it instead the positive or instantaneous complex
because its facets appear as the boundaries of the "present" structure, but it obviously contains all the
past-history and the memory of the structure (notably encoded in the negative Ik that are necessarily
non-Markovian). The topological formalization of the minimum energy allows the coexistence of
numerous local minima, a situation usually encountered in complex systems (slow aging) such as
frustrated glasses and K-sat problems [8,134] which settings correspond here to the case of n binary
random variables, N1 = ... = N2 = 2. The existence of the frustration effect, due to the multiplicity
of these local minima in the free energy landscape [135], has also been one of the main difficulties
of the condensed matter theory. Matsuda could show that Ik negativity is a signature of frustration
[20]. The first axioms of DFT consider that probability densities of n0 elementary bodies are each in a
3-dimensional space [68,69], defining a whole simplicial structure of dimension n = 3n0 , commonly
called the configuration space. When considered with the physical axiom of a configuration space,
the theorem 2.4 implies that, while the minimum free information energy complex of an elementary
body can only be a simplex, the configuration space of n0 elementary bodies can be a complex with
(quite) arbitrary topology. In simple terms, this settles the elementary components of the configuration
space as 3-simplices, which composition can give arbitrarily complicated k-complexes. This idea is
in resonance with the triangulations of space-time that arose notably from the work of Wheeler [76]
and Penrose [136], like spin foams [137] and causal sets [138], while we only considered here classical
probabilities.
3. Application to Gene expression data - detection of cell types and gene modules
The developments and tests of the estimation of simplicial information topology on data is made
on a genetic expression dataset of two cell types obtained as described in the section material and
methods 5. The result of this quantification of gene expression is represented in "Heat maps" and
allows two kinds of analysis:
• The analysis with genes as variables: in this case the "Heat maps" correspond to (m, n) matrices
D (presented in the section 5.2) together with the labels (population A or population B) of the
cells. The data analysis consists in the detection of gene modules.
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• The analysis with cells (neurons) as variables: in this case the "Heat maps" correspond to the
transposed matrices D T (presented in the Figure 11) together with the labels (population A or
population B) of the cells. The data analysis consist in the detection of cell types.
The theoretical and estimation framework presented here has been developed for a finite dimension
n without asymptotic corrections. This section justifies empirically this finite dimensional naive
estimation and presents an example of information topology analysis allowing a comparison with
the previous MaxEnt approaches that originally inspired this work. As investigated in detail in the
materials and methods section 5.5, the effective computation of information topology on data is
confronted with two severe but classical problems, i) the computational complexity of the algorithm
and ii) the finite sample size in relatively high dimensional space, the curse of dimension. The materials
and methods section presents the important computational restrictions we had to concede and the
statistical tests we developed to circumvent the undersampling problem. In consequence, we underline
that the presented results are not exact but partial approximations of the dependence structure (a
simplicial subcase) and of the minimum energy complex.
3.1. Mutual-information negativity, clusters and links
We give first a short introduction to information decompositions, to the appearance of negative
information and related phenomena. The interpretation of information negativity, like any missing
quantity in physic, is not obvious. Here, we established that entropy and the information
decomposition originally proposed by Hu Kuo Ting in 1962 [14] (see also [1,15,16,18,139]) are
characterized uniquely when one considers a discrete probability space equipped with a structure of
multivariate random variables. As demonstrated by Hu Kuo Ting [14], for k ≥ 3, Ik can be negative.
The possible negativity of Ik functions arising from this "classical" decomposition has posed serious
problems of interpretations, and it was the main argument for the theoretical studies to reject such
a function for measuring information dependences and statistical interactions (although the total
Ck are positive). Notably, it motivated the proposition of non-negative decomposition by Williams
and Beer [140] and of "unique information" by Bertschinger and colleagues [141,142], or Griffith and
Koch [143]. These partial decompositions of information are the subject of many recent investigations
notably with applications to the development of neural network [144], and neuromodulation [145].
The idea of a negative information quantifying certainty (or order) instead of uncertainty (or disorder)
was developed by Brillouin [146], Wiener who defined information with a negative sign [147], and
Schrödinger in his book "what is life?" where he argued that "living systems feed upon negentropy"
[148] or "free energy" (in side note). According to our identification of Ik with free-energy, negative Ik
is a negative energy component. Originally in physic, negative energies appeared as the solution of
Dirac equation and were identified as positron, motivating the Dirac’s Hole theory [149]. In a classical
context, negative pressure had appeared at the minimum of free-energy in the critical phase of gaz with
n-body interactions, the Van-der-Walls model [130], which further allowed to derive the Casimir force
[150]. Feynman dedicated an article to classical negative probabilities [151] with the aim of solving
the problem of infinities raised by renormalization in quantum field theories. Adami and Cerf then
showed that quantum conditional entropies and I2 can be negative, and that it happens precisely for
entangled systems according to Bell inequalities [152,153]. The framework of Adami and Cerf provides
a natural way to generalize the present classical structures to the quantum case (see also [1]) and allows
the interpretation that classical Ik negativity detects classical entanglement-like relations. According
to their results, Bell inequalities impose that the "non-Shannonian" (quantum) cone in information
landscapes should happen below the third dimension: in contrast to what we presented for the classical
minimum energy complex 2.4.6, quantum entanglement should allow quantum minimum free energy
complexes that are not simplex to happen in dimension below 3 (a promising topological insight into
the possible non-locality of the configuration space). In spin glasses study, Matsuda showed that I3
negativity provides a signature of frustrated interactions [20,154], a result recently extended by Sootla
and colleagues [155]. Interestingly, Matsuda also showed that the maximum of I2 detects the phase
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transition of ising systems, in agreement with renormalization predictions [154](see also [155]). In
biological studies, Brenner and colleagues have observed and quantified an equivalent definition
of I3 negativity in the spiking activity of neurons and called it synergy [156], and Anastassiou and
colleagues unraveled I3 negativity within gene expression, suggesting cooperativity in gene regulation
and new targets for cancer therapy [157,158]. It can be easily shown that modules with negative Ik
are necessarily non-Markovian (cf. appendix A.3) and that negativity hence can characterize some
form of distributed memory. From the logical and computational point of view, I3 negativity has
been associated to XOR boolean operator relation between 3 binary variables [159,160], as illustrated
by the configurations detected by the two minima of I3 in Figure 9, namely {001, 010, 100, 111} and
{000, 011, 101, 110}. Such interpretation is partial and only holds for binary variables.

Figure 9. Example of the 4 maxima (left panel) and of the 2 minima of I3 for 3 binary variables
a, informal representation of the 7-simplex of probability associated with 3 binary variables. The
values of the atomic probabilities that achieve the extremal configurations are noted in each vertex. b,
Representation of the associated probabilities in the data space of the 3 variables for these extremal
configurations. c, Information Ik landscapes of these configurations (top). Representation of these
extremal configurations on the probability cube. The colors represents the non-nul atomic probability
of each extremal configuration (bottom).

Figure 9 illustrates that such minimal negative information configurations provide a clear example
of purely emergent and collective interactions analog to Borromean links in topology, since it cannot
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be detected from any pairwise investigation or 2-dimensional observation. The variables are pairwise
independent but dependent at 3. In general Ik negativity detects such effects of projection on lower
dimensions, and illustrates the main difficulty when going from dimension 2 to 3 in information
theory. The example given in Figure 9 provides a simple example of this dimensional effect in the data
space: the alternated clustering of the data corresponding to I3 negativity cannot be detected by the
projections onto whichever subspace of pair of variables, since the variables are pairwise independent.
For N-ary variables the negativity becomes much more complicated, with more degeneracy of the
minima and maxima of Ik .

Figure 10. Examples of some of 4-modules (quaduplets) with the highest (positive) and lowest
(negative) I4 of gene expression represented in the data space. a, Two 4-modules of genes sharing
among the highest positive I4 of the gene expression data set (cf. 5.1). The data are represented in
the data space of the measured expression of the 4 variables-genes. The fourth dimension-variable is
color coded. b, Two 4-modules of genes sharing among the lowest negative I4 . All the modules were
found to be significant according to the dependence test introduced in section 5.5.2, except the module
{17, 19, 21, 13}. The identified extremal modules (different) give similar patterns of dependences [161].

In order to illustrate the theoretical examples of Figure 9 on real data, considering the data set
of gene expression (matrix D), we plotted some quadruplets of genes sharing some of the highest
(positive) and lowest (negative) I4 values in the data space of the variables (Figure 10). Figure 10
shows that in the data space, Ik negativity identifies the clustering of the data points, or in other words,
the modules (k-tuples) for which the data points are segregated into condensate clusters. Such a
data clustering is indeed treated here as an arbitrary data point generalization of the condensation
phenomenon studied in statistical physic. As expected theoretically, Ik positivity identifies co-variations
of the variables, even in cases of non-linear relations, as shown by Reshef and colleagues [67] in the
pairwise case. In classical physic, considering the variables of the configuration space, the phenomenon
of condensation into droplets provides an obvious example of negativity and clustering. As a result,
the interpretation of the negativity of Ik is that it provides a signature and quantification of the variables
that segregate or differentiate the measured population. Question: recently Kauffman expressed the
relation of link homology and Khovanov homology with simplicial homotopy theory [162]. Can
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we express link homology and Khovanov homology in information cohomology and generalize the
configurations of minimal I3 to higher k in such a framework? A positive answer should recover the
knot and link expressions of the statistical physic models, namely Potts model, obtained by Jones [163].
3.2. Cell type detection - comparison with previous MaxEnt studies
Example of cell type recognition with a low sample size m = 41, dimension n = 20, and graining
N = 9.
The information landscape and path analysis corresponding to the analysis with cells as variables
is illustrated in Figure 11. It comes to consider the cells as a realization of gene expression rather than
the converse, the "selfish gene" point of view [164]. In this case, the data analysis task is to recover
blindly the pre-established labels of cell types (population A and population B) from the topological
data analysis. The heat-map transpose matrix of n = 20 cells with m = 41 genes is represented in
Figure 11a. We took n = 20 neurons among the 148 within which 10 were pre-identified as population
A neurons (in green) and 10 were pre-identified as population B neurons (in dark red), and ran the
analysis on the 41 gene expression with a graining of N = 9 values (cf. section 5.1). The dimension
above which the estimations of information become too biased due to the finite sample size is given by
the undersampling dimension k u = 11 (p value 0.05, cf. section 5.5.1). The landscapes turn out to be
very different from the extremal (totally disordered and totally ordered) homogeneous (identically
distributed) theoretical cases presented in Figure 4. This discrepancy illustrates a general principle
of the organization of living systems "in between crystal and smoke", originally proposed by Atlan
[165]. The Ik landscape shown in Figure 11c exhibits two clearly separated components. The scaffold
below represents the tuple corresponding to the maximum of I10 : it corresponds exactly to the 10
neurons pre-identified as being population A neurons. As introduced in previous section 3.1 and
further shown in Figure 11, the k-tuples presenting the highest and lowest information (Ik ) values are
the most relevant modules biologically. Hence, biologically relevant modules are the furthest from
the mean values (the h IPi(k) path, cf. section 2.4.5), and that a mean or homogeneous formalism will
unavoidably miss such extremal structures. This further underlines the constitutive heterogeneity of
biological systems.
As detailed in materials and methods 5.4, the computation of the minimum free energy complex
being NP hard, we applied a heuristic that only considers information paths with maximal or minimal
slope at each vertex of a path, in order to detect the maximal positive information path (the facets of
the complex, cf. 2.4.4), and the result can only give a partial estimation of the complex and of its facets.
The maximum (in red) and minimum (in blue) Ik information paths identified by the algorithm are
represented in Figure 11d. The scaffold below represents the two tuples corresponding to the two
longest maximum paths in each component: the longest (noted Max IP11 in green) IP11 contains the
10 neurons pre-identified as population A and 1 "error" neuron pre-identified as population B. We
restricted the longest maximum path to the undersampling dimension k u = 11, but this path reached
k = 14 with erroneous classifications. The second longest maximum path (noted Max IP11 in red) IP11
contains the 10 neurons pre-identified as population B and 1 neuron pre-identified as population A
that is hence erroneously classified by the algorithm. Altogether the information landscape shows
that population A neurons constitutes a quite homogenous population, whereas the population B
neurons corresponds to a more heterogeneous population of cells, a fact that was already known and
reported in the biological studies of these populations. The histograms of the distributions of Ik for
k = 1, .., 12, shown in Figure 11e are clearly bimodal and the insets provide a magnification on the
population A component. As detailed in the section materials and methods 5.5.2, we developed a test
based on the random shuffles of the data points that leaves the marginal distributions unchanged,
as proposed by [5]. It estimates if a given Ik significantly differs from a randomly generated Ik , a
test of the specificity of the k-dependence. The shuffled distributions and the significance value
for p = 0.1 are depicted by the black lines and the doted lines, as in Figure 16. As underlined in
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Figure 11. Example of a Ik landscape and path analysis. a, heatmap (transpose of matrix D) of n = 20
neurons with m = 41 genes.b, the corresponding Hk landscape. c, the corresponding Ik landscape d,
maximum (in red) and minimum (in blue) Ik information paths. e, histograms of the distributions of Ik
for k = 1, .., 12. See text for details.

conclusion 4.3 and illustrated in the histograms of Figure 11e and in [161], if these results show that
higher dependencies can be important, they do not mean that pairwise or marginal informations
are not: the consideration of higher dependencies can only improve the efficiency of the detection
obtained from pairwise or marginal considerations. Thermodynamic established that free energy is
the energy that can be effectively used, whereas entropy was also called lost heat. The same applies to
data with mutual-informations: mutual-informations are the informations that can be effectively used
for pattern detection and segmentation. These results suggest that there are important resources of
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such information-energy in the k-body dependences.

Comparison with previous MaxEnt studies
The analysis we just showed was achieved with 41 points in 20 dimensions and N=9. The usual
estimation of information on data [166] stated that a very large amount of data is required to estimate
probability and information [167,168]. The justification is based on a maximum entropy assumption,
namely that the distribution respects a maximum entropy principle under constraints such as first or
second moment. Then, under the assumption of an iid process, it is possible to estimate the size of the
typical set in 2 H , as it bounds the probability. In this condition, the estimation is considered as biased
if the sample size m is below, or of the order of the size of the typical set. Applying Bayesian reasoning,
Nemenman and colleagues [167] proposed methods for finite bias corrections based on the inferred
probability distribution obtained by maximizing the entropy under the constraints of observed
marginals and pairwise (or higher) statistics. Applying the calculation of a reasonable sampling size
according to the priors and method of [166] in the example of Figure 11 gives m > 249.27 = 6.8.1014
trials, since the entropy computed on cell’s marginal distributions considered as independent (the sum
of the marginal entropies) is 49.27 bits in this example. However, despite the strikingly low number of
points (41 << 6.8.1014 ) in a relatively high-dimensional space, it provides impressive results regarding
the preclassification, demonstrating that multivariate information analysis can be achieved in what
previous methods would have considered to be the undersampling regime. Such conclusion agrees
with the report of Margolin and colleagues [10], as discussed later.

4. Discussion
4.1. Complexity through finite dimension non-extensivity
Statistical physic without statistical limit?
The measure of entropy and information rate on data (the evolution of entropy Hk when the
number of variables k increases) has a long history. Originally, in the work of Strong and colleagues
[166], and as usual in information theory and statistical physic, it was considered that the "true"
entropy was given in the asymptotic limit limn→∞ Hn under stationarity or stronger assumptions. As
explained in section 1.3 (see also the note of Kontsevitch [25], and the work of Baez, Fritz and Leinster
[31]), entropy does not need asymptotic or infinite assumptions such as Stirling approximation to be
derived, an observation that we tried to understand, explore, and exploit here. Rather than being
interested in the asymptotic limit (the infinite dimensional case) and absolute values of information,
the present analysis focuses on the finite version of the "slow approach of the entropy to its extensive
asymptotic limit" that Grassberger [169], and then Bialek, Nemenman and Tishby proposed to be "a
sign of complexity" [170], "complexity through non-extensivity" (see also Tsallis [171]). In short, we
consider the non-extensivity of information before considering its asymptotic limit. Considering a
statistical physic without statistical limit could be pertinent for the study of "small" systems, which
concerns biological systems. Their small size allows them to harness thermal fluctuations, and impose
their investigation with out-of equilibrium methods, as exposed in the work of Ritort and colleagues,
reviewed in [172]. The Hk and Ik landscapes presented here give a detailed expression of the "signs
of complexity" and non-extensivity, for such small size systems (finite dimension k), and give a finite
dimensional geometric view of the "slow approach of the entropy to its extensive asymptotic limit".
In a sense, what replaces here the large number limits, Avogadro number consideration (etc.), is the
combinatorial explosions of the different possible interactions: in the same way as in Van Der Walls
paradigm, a combinatorial number of weak interactions can lead to a strong global interaction. In
practice, like for any empirical investigation, the finite dimensional case imposes restrictions on the
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conclusions, and basically reminds us that we have not measured everything. Some relevant random
variables for the observed system may be absent from the analysis, and adding such variables could
reveal new interactions that are effectively constitutive and relevant to the system. Among all possible
structures of data, one is universal: data and empirical measures are discrete and finite, as emphasized
by Born [173], and fully justify the cohomological approach used here, which was originally constructed
to handle in a common framework the Lie and Galois theory, continuous and discrete symmetries.
Such finite elementary formalism provides a basis, such that a handling of asymptotic limits may
be safely achieved by algebraic extensions, exactly following Hilbert’s recommendations on infinite
formalism derivations [174]: "adjoin to finite statements ideal statements", algebraically from p to 0
characteristic.
Questions : can we extend the formalism to infinite (or profinite) dimensional structures of information,
such that it allows to recover central limit theorems and asymptotic equipartition property in the
associated special case? Note that such an extension may erase an important part of what biologists
usually consider as relevant structures, as further discussed. Does the asymptotic limit of the graining
N → ∞ allow to recover the Lie group cohomology?
Naive estimations let the data speaks.
One of the striking results of this data analysis concerns the relatively low sample size (m = 41
and m = 111 for the analysis with cells as variable and with genes as variables respectively) required
to obtain satisfying results in relatively high dimensions (k = 10 and k = 6 respectively). Satisfying
results means here that they predict already known results reported in the biological literature, or in
agreement with experts labels. In [10], Nemenman and colleagues, who developed the problematic
of the sampling problem, state in the introduction "entropy may be estimated reliably even when
inferences about details of the underlying probability distribution are impossible. Thus the direct
estimation of dependencies has a chance even for undersampled problems" and conclude that "a
major advantage of our definition of statistical dependencies in terms of the MaxEnt approximations
is that it can be applied even when the underlying distributions are undersampled". The present
analysis agrees and confirms their conclusion. The method applied here is quite elementary. It does not
make assumptions of an expected or true distribution, of maximum entropy distribution or pairwise
interaction Hamiltonian, coupling constant or metric, of stationarity or ergodicity or iid process,
Markov chain, or underlying network structure (...) or whatever prior that would speak in place of
the data. It just considers numerical empirical probabilities as expressed by Kolmogorov axioms ([11]
chap.1), which he called the "generalized fields of probability" because it does not assume the 6th
axiom of continuity. Rather than fixing a model with priors, the present formalism allows the raw data
to impose freely their specific structure to the model, what is usually called the naive approach or naive
estimation. If one accepts that a frequentist theory and interpretation of probability is mathematically
valid ([11], chap.1), one may then conclude that a frequentist theory of entropy and information may
also hold, and moreover directly fulfills the usual requirement of observability in theoretical physic
[173]. This frequentist elementary consideration is not trivial mathematically notably when considered
from the number theoretic point of view. For example, the combinatoric of integer partitions of m could
be investigated in the general information structure (partition) context, which up to our knowledge
has not been achieved in the context of probability and information.
A dual interplay between cell type and gene module detection?
The two kinds of analysis, cell type and gene module detection, are dual in the sense of linear
algebra, since they apply respectively on a matrix D and its transpose D T . In a sense, gene interactions
tell the identity and diversity of cell populations, and cell interactions tell the identity and diversity
of functional gene expression modules. We believe this dual interplay to be quite generic in complex
systems. However this duality is beyond the present work, as we do not have yet the formalism
allowing to combine the informational analysis of a matrix D and its transpose D T in a single
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framework. In the present case where n 6= m, they are not isomorphic in general, and the question of
the relation between their respective analyse is left as an open question concerning linear algebra. Such
a study of the swapping between m and n will obviously also involve the undersampling dimension
estimation.
4.2. Epigenetic topological learning - biological diversity
In place of the MaxEnt principle, we proposed an almost synonymous least energy principle
equivalent here to a homological complex (finite and without metric assumptions). Mathematically,
we took profit of the fact that whether the maximum of entropy functional is always unique and in a
sense normative, the minima of Ik functionals exhibit a rich structure of degeneracy, generated by the
"non-Shannonian set" [115–117] and conjectured to be at least as rich as topological links can be. We
proposed that this multiplicity of minima accounts for biological diversity, or more precisely that the
number of facets of this complex quantifies the diversity in the system. The application to cell type
identification 3.2.0.1 gives a preliminary validation of such quantification. Moreover, the definition
of a complex system as the minimum free-energy complex given in section 2.4.6, underlining that
diversity is just the multiplicity of the minima, is in agreement with Waddington’s original work [175]
(see Figure 12b). In the allegory of Waddington’s epigenetic landscapes, whatever the ball, it will
always fall down, a statement that can be assimilated to the second law of thermodynamic. But doing
so, it will be able to take different paths: diversity comes from the multiple minima. The explanation
by Waddington of such landscape is a "complex system of interactions" that can be formalized by
the minimum free energy complex with interactions corresponding to the Ik . Moreover, formalisms
assuming that the variables are identically distributed, as for the homogeneous systems described in
the section on mean paths 2.4.5, will display a single first minima (one facet, a simplex), and hence
no diversity. Sharing the same aims, Teschendorff and Enver, and then Jin and colleagues, proposed
an alternative interpretation of Waddington’s landscape in terms of signaling entropy [176] and of
probability transitions [177], respectively.

Figure 12. The epigenetic landscape of Waddington. a, The epigenetic landscape of Waddington,
a path of the ball in this landscape illustrates a cell developmental fate. b, "The complex system of
interactions underlying the epigenetic landscape" with Waddington’s original legends [175].

Following Thom’s topological morphogenetic view of Waddington’s work [178], we propose that
Ik landscape, paths and minimum free energy complex provide a possible informational formalization
of Waddington’s epigenetic complex landscape and cell fates (cf. Figure 12). This formalization of
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Waddington’s epigenetic view is consistent with the machine learning formalization of Hebbian
epigenetic plasticity. From the pure formal view, the models of Hebbian neural learning like Hopfield’s
network, Boltzmann machines, the Infomax models proposed by Linsker, Nadal and Parga, Bell
and Sejnowski [179–181]) can be viewed as binary variables subcases of a generic N-ary variable
epigenetic developmental process. For example, Potts model were implemented for the simulation
of cell-based morphogenesis by Glazier and colleagues [182]. Hence the topological approach can
allow the treatment of neural learning and development on the ground of a common epigenetic
formalism, in agreement with biological results pointing out the continuum and "entanglement" of the
biological processes underlying development and learning [183]. In terms of the current problematics
of neuroscience, such generalization allows on a formal level to consider an analog coding in place of
a digital coding, and the methods developed here can be applied to studies investigating (discrete)
analog coding.
Moreover, following all the work of these last decades on the application of statistical physic to
biological systems (some of them cited in this article), we propose that the epigenetic process
implements the first two laws of thermodynamics, which weak topological versions are proposed
to hold in the raw data space (without phase space or symplectic structure, cf. section 2.4.3). As
previously underlined, the condition for such an inscription of living organism dynamic into classical
statistical physic to be legitimate is that the considered variables correspond to phase space variables.

4.3. Information beyond pairwise interaction and homological complex beyond complex networks.
During the last decades, there have been important efforts in trying to evaluate the pairwise and
higher order interactions in neuronal and biological measurements, notably to extract the undergoing
collective dynamic. Following some application of the MaxEnt principle on ising spin models to
neural data [184,185], most of the studies concluded that pairwise statistics are sufficient to capture
the global collective dynamics, leading to the "pairwise sufficiency" paradigm (see Merchan and
Nemenman for presentation [168]). Closely related to the present study, Margolin, Wang, Califano and
Nemenman have started to investigate multivariate dependences of higher order [10] with MaxEnt
methods, using the total-correlation or multi-information Ck (the total free-energy, cf. equation 7
and section on k-independence 1.3.6). These functions are indeed the same as the one defined by
Tononi and Edelman [17] to measure consciousness and complexity in brain dynamics. They are also
implemented in the Infotopo program. Since the Ik and Ck functions are closely related (cf. 7 and
section 1.3.6), in practice, the methods exposed here provide some formal developments and views on
their methods, combinatorial, homological and free energy aspects, and reveal information negativity
and its clustering correlate. The formalism developed here underlines that biological structures can
be seen as discrete-finite random processes, that can be equivalently seen as symmetric permutation
groups or finite symmetries, with an action of expectation-conditioning. As illustrated in Figure 11, the
present analysis shows that in the expression of 41 genes of interest of population A neurons, the higher
order statistical interactions are non-negligible and have a simple functional meaning of collective
module, a cell type. We believe such conclusion to be generic in biology. More precisely, we believe that
biological structures are higher-order statistical interactions, and that these interactions provide the
signature of their memory engramming. As we previously stated, the quantification of the information
storage applied here to genes can be considered as a generic epigenetic memory characterization,
resulting of a developmental-learning process. The consideration of higher dimensional statistical
dependences increases combinatorially the number of possible information modules engrammed
by the system. It hence provides an appreciable capacity reservoir for information storage and for
differentiation, for diversity. For finite systems and data, the relative contributions of k-interactions
shall depend on the system. These finite dimensional interactions are hopefully not universal in the
usual sense of statistical physic: the peculiar biological mechanisms and functions of population A
neurons are not the same as the ones of cells from other tissue.
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Some important questions concern the behavior of the informational structure when the dimension
n tends to infinity (question 4.1.0.1). It is possible that in the infinite dimensional limit, all these
different biological structures simplify and falls in a common universal class accounted by a simple
pairwise interaction Hamiltonian poised at criticality, as proposed by Mora and Bialek [186]. This
would explain the discrepancy of their proposition, that "models based on pairwise interactions be
powerful enough to capture the behavior of biological systems"[187], with our observations. Based
on infinite model axioms and priors, it may be possible to argue that the observations made here are
finite size effects, and even to consider them as artefacts. Based on finite model and axioms following
Galois, and centrally using the beautiful mathematical construction of derivatives that holds in the
finite domains (the coboundaries of Galois’s cohomology, appearing here as mutual-informations), we
argue that biological structures may also be understood as finite size effects, a natural fact rather than
an artefact. In our opinion, it shall not be understood that what we presented in this article is different
in essence from the MaxEnt approach, we just unraveled its topological nature, avoiding unnecessary
assumptions and further underlining that the consideration of higher interactions may improve the
precision and performance of studies restricted to pairwise interactions. The precise contribution of
higher order is indeed directly quantified by the Ik values in the landscapes and paths. Figure 13
further illustrates the gain and the importance of considering higher statistical interactions, using the
previous example of cells pre-identified as 10 population A and 10 population B cells (n = 20, m = 47,
N = 9). The plots are the finite and discrete analogs of Gibbs’s original representation of entropy vs.
energy [188]. Whereas pairwise interactions (k = 2) cannot (or very hardly) distinguish the population
A and population B cell types, the maximum of I10 unambiguously identifies the population A.

Figure 13. Hk − Ik landscape: Gibbs-Maxwell’s entropy vs. energy representation. Hk and Ik are
plotted in abscissa and ordinate respectively for dimension k = 1, ..., 12 for the same data and setting as
in Figure 11 (n = 20 cells, m = 47 genes, N = 9, k u = 11). Compare the difficulty in identifying the 2
cells types from the pairwise k = 2 landscape to the k = 10 landscape.

A major part of the research in quantitative and theoretical biology during the last decades has
been dedicated to biological interaction networks (protein, genetic expression, neural networks...).
From the physical point of view, none of these systems are networks (1 dimensional graphs). It should
be reminded that network structure is a simplifying assumption, a kind of first order approximation.
Cohomological complexes of random variables and multivariate mutual information generalize the
complex network descriptions by considering and quantifying higher statistical interactions, which
appear here (e.g. Figure 13) to be biologically relevant and functional.
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5. Materials and Methods - Computation of Simplicial Information Cohomology
5.1. The dataset: quantified genetic expression in two cell types
The quantification of genetic expression was performed using microfluidic qPCR technique
on single dopaminergic (DA) and non-dopaminergic (nDA) neurons isolated from two midbrain
structures, the Substantia Nigra pars compacta (SNc) and the neighboring Ventral Tegmental Area
(VTA), extracted from adult TH-GFP mice (transgenic mice expressing the Green Fluorescent Protein
under the control of the Tyrosine Hydroxylase promoter). The precise protocols of extraction,
quantification, and identification are detailed in [161]. This technique allowed us to quantify in
a single cell the levels of expression of 41 genes chosen for their implication in neuronal activity
and identity of dopaminergic (DA) neurons. The SNc neurons (DA) were identified based on GFP
fluorescence (TH expression). This identification was further confirmed based on the expression levels
of Th and Slc6a3 genes, which are established markers of DA metabolism. The quantification of the
expression of the 41 genes (n = 41) was achieved in 111 neurons (m = 111) identified as dopaminergic
(DA) and in 37 neurons (m = 37) identified as non-dopaminergic (nDA). In this article, for readability
purpose, we replaced the name of the genes by gene numbers and the cell type DA by population A,
and the cell type nDA by population B. The dataset is available in supplementary material 5.5.3.
5.2. Probability estimation
The presentation of probability estimation procedure is achieved on matrices D (genes as
variables), and it is the same in the case of the analysis of the matrices D T (cells as variables). It
is illustrated in Figure 14 for the simple case of 2 random variables taken from the dataset of gene
expression presented in section 5.1, namely the expression of two genes Gene5 and Gene21 in m = 111
population A cells. Our probability estimation corresponds to a step of the integral estimation
procedure of Riemann.
We write the heatmap as a (m, n) matrix D and its real coefficients xij ∈ R, i ∈ {1..m}, j ∈ {1...n}:
the columns of D span the m repetitions-trials (here the m neurons) and the rows of D spans the n
variables (here the n genes). We also note, for each variable X j , the minimum and maximum values
measured as min x j = min1≤i≤m xij and max x j = max1≤i≤m xij .
We consider the space in the intervals [min x j , max x j ] for each variable X j and divide it into
N1 .N2 ...Nn boxes, on which it is possible to estimate the atomic probabilities by elementary counting.
We note each n-dimensional box by an n-tuple of integers { a1 , ..., an } where ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n}, ai ∈
{1, ..., Ni }, and writing the min and the max of a box on each variable X j (the jth co-ordinate of the
( a −1)(max x −min x )

j
j
vertex of the box) as bmin j = min x j + j
and bmax j = min x j +
Nj
then the atomic probabilities can be defined using Dirac function δ as:

( a j )(max x j −min x j )
,
Nj

P (bmin1 ≤ X1 ≤ bmax1 , bmin2 ≤ X2 ≤ bmax2 , ..., bminn ≤ Xn ≤ bmaxn )
(
m
0, if bmin1 > xi1 or xi1 > bmax1 ...or bminn > xin or xin > bmaxn
δi
= ∑ , δi =
m
1, if bmin1 ≤ xi1 ≤ bmax1 and...and bminn ≤ xin ≤ bmaxn
i =1

(49)

P( X.Y )
and in the general case
P( X )
N
= ∑i=0 P( Ai ).PAi ( X )), we can

For two variables, using the definition of conditioning PX (Y ) =

using the theorem of total probability [11] (P( X ) = ∑iN=0 P( Ai .X )
marginalize, or geometrically project on lower dimensions, to obtain all the probabilities corresponding
to subsets of variables, as illustrated in Figure 14. For example, with short notation, the probability
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Figure 14. Principles of probability estimation for 2 random variables. a, illustration of the basic
procedure used in practice to estimate the probability densitiy for the two genes (n = 2) Gene5 and
Gene21 in 111 population A neurons (m = 111) using a graining of 9 (N1 = N2 = 9). The data points
corresponding to the 111 observations are represented as red dots, and the graining is depicted by the
81-box grid (N1 .N2 ). The borders of the graining interval are obtained by considering the maximum
and minimum measured values for each variable, and data are then sampled regularly within this
interval with Ni values. Projections of the data points on lower dimensional variable subspaces (X1
and X2 axes here) are obtained by marginalization, giving the marginal probability laws for the 2
variables X1 and X2 (PXi ,Ni ,m ) ; represented as histograms above the X1 -axis for Gene21 and on the
right of the X2 -axis for Gene21). b, heatmaps representing the levels of expression of the 21 genes
of interest on a log2 Ex scale (top, raw heatmap) and after resampling with a graining of 9 (bottom,
N1 = N2 = ... = N21 = 9).

associated to the marginal variable Xi being in the interval [bmini , bmaxi ] is obtained by direct
summation:
P (bmini ≤ Xi ≤ bmaxi ) =
N1 ... c
Ni ...Nn

∑

i =1

P (bmin1 ≤ X1 ≤ bmax1 , bmin2 ≤ X2 ≤ bmax2 , ..., bminn ≤ Xn ≤ bmaxn )

(50)
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In the example of Figure 14, the probability of the level of Th being in the 4th box is:
P (8 ≤ Th ≤ 9.8) =
8

∑ P (8 ≤ Th ≤ 9.8, bmin2 ≤ Calb1 ≤ bmax2 )

i =0

= 2/111 + 2/111 (51)
In terms of geometry, the probability defines an N1 .N2 ...Nn − 1 dimensional simplex ∆ N1 .N2 ...Nn −1 (the
−1 accounts for the normalization equation ∑ Pi = 1, which moreover imposes that the geometry is
affine). In the example of Figure 14, we have an 80-dimensional probability simplex ∆80 , each k-face of
the simplex representing the boolean algebra of the joint-probabilities, which is equivalent in the finite
case to the sigma-algebra. In our analysis, we have chosen N1 = N2 = ... = Nn = 9 and this choice is
justified in section 5.5 using Reshef and colleagues criterion [67] and undersampling constraints.
In summary, our probability estimation and data analysis depend on n (the number of random
variables), on m (the number of observations), and on N1 , ..., Ni (the graining). The merit of this method
is its simplicity (few assumptions, no priors on the distributions) and low computational cost. There
exist different methods that can significantly improve this basic probability estimation, but we leave
this for future investigation. The graining given by the numbers N1 .N2 ...Nn and the sample size m are
important parameters of the analysis explored in section 5.5.
5.3. Computation of k-Entropy and k-Information landscapes
The computational exploration of the simplicial sublattice has a complexity in O(2n )
= ∑nk=1 (nk)). In this simplicial setting we can exhaustively estimate information functions on
the simplicial information structure, that is joint-entropy Hk and mutual-informations Ik at all
dimensions k ≤ n and for every k-tuple, with a standard commercial personal computer (a laptop with
processor Intel Core i7-4910MQ CPU @ 2.90GHz × 8, even though the program currently uses only
one CPU) up to k = n = 21 in a reasonable time (≈ 3 hours). Using the expression of joint-entropy
(equation 3) and the probability obtained using equation 49 and marginalization, it is possible to
compute the joint-entropy and marginal entropy of all the variables. The alternated expression of
n-mutual information given by equation 17 then allows a direct evaluation of all these quantities. The
definitions, formulas and theorems are sufficient to obtain the algorithm. We moreover provide the
Information Topology program INFOTOPO-V1.2 under opensource licence on github depository at
https://github.com/pierrebaudot/INFOTOPO. Information Topology is a program written in Python
(compatible with Python 3.4.x), with a graphic interface built using TKinter [189], plots drawn using
Matplotlib [190], calculations made using NumPy [191], and scaffold representations drawn using
NetworkX [192]. It computes all the results on information presented in the current study, including
the information paths and approximation of the minimum information energy complex, statistical tests
of Ik values described in the next sections, but also k-pseudovolumes A3 and the finite entropy rate Hkk .
The input is an excel table containing the data values, e.g. the matrix D with the first row and column
containing the labels. Here, we limited our analysis to n = 21 genes of specific biological interest.
(2n

5.4. Computation of the minimum free energy complex
Computationally the exploration of the set of information paths is hard, since finding a global
functional extremum or all the first critical dimensions k i1 falls into the NP-hard class and the
computational complexity of information minimizing algorithms is O(n!), although it can be reduced
using dynamic programing to O(n2 2n ). Evaluating a function on this simplicial information structure,
in order for example to find its extrema, comes to explore the n! paths, or if we restrict to paths of
dimension k, the n!/(n − k )! paths starting at the least element and ending at one of the edges of
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dimension k. Even in this partial case, the computation becomes impossible in practice with usual
personal computational resources. We hence have to find a heuristic to reduce significantly the
computational exploration.
From the biological point of view, not all the local minima appear equally interesting, some of them
potentially corresponding to information paths with low values of mutual information Ik , while
biologically relevant functional modules appear to correspond to the highest and lowest values of
Ik . Each k-face of the simplicial structure connects to n − k different k + 1-faces by the conditional
information Xk+1 .I ( X1; ..; Xk ), and we chose to explore only the two connections (morphisms) with
lowest and highest positive values of Xk+1 .I ( X1; ..; Xk ). This local heuristic finds the maximal positive
information paths that display the highest and lowest Ik values at each element of a path. It starts
at one of the I1 , takes the path of maximum or of minimum slope and iterates until it stops at the
minimum (whenever the conditional mutual information starts to be negative) and then ranks
the paths as a function of their length. The paths with highest Ik values are called maximum Ik
paths while the paths with lowest Ik values are called minimum Ik paths. It is very fast with a
computational complexity in O(2n) once the landscape is computed. Considering the chain rule 15, it
finds the paths that keep on maximizing or minimizing the free-energy component of a single path
Ik − I ( X1 ) = − ∑ik=2 Xi .I ( X1 ; ...; Xi−1 ) with the constraint that the conditional mutual information
stays positive. It hence finds some biologically relevant maximal positive information paths, but
without any guarantee to find them all. We underline that this algorithm is a biologically driven
heuristic and we have no theorem justifying its necessity, uniqueness. It gives a partial estimation of
the minimum free energy complex that may be richer and of greater dimensionality than the results
presented here. Considering the case of cells as variables, Figure 11d presents the longest paths of
maximum and minimum Ik paths. In the case where the maximum paths identified by the algorithm
are the same up to permutation, as it happens for some paths shown in Figure 11d, it indicates that
attributing a particular ordering to the module has no pertinence.

5.5. Finite methods: sample size m, graining N and dimension n
The computational hardnesses of the homological estimation are far from being the last problems
in the estimation. The data in practice are always finite, and probability estimation in high dimension
can be severely biased by the limited size of the sample (the number of empirical points, m, or trials).
In order to circumvent these biases, we propose two statistical tests that bound the estimated values to
significant values in the dimension and in the information values (the abscissa and ordinates of the
landscapes). These methods have the merit to be very simple for biological use.
5.5.1. Undersampling dimension
The information data analysis presented here depends on the two variables N and m. The
finite size of the sample m is known to impose an important bias in the estimation of information
quantities: in high-dimensional data analysis, it is quoted as the Hugues phenomenon [193] and
in entropy estimation it has been called the sampling problem since the seminal work of Strong
and colleagues [166–168]. Paninski developed a complete framework for information estimation
[194], which unfortunately does not apply here, since an important part of his results assumes binary
variables and independent identically distributed (iid) processes such that central limit theorems can
apply and asymptotic convergence is obtained. The asymptotic convergence and divergence would be
very interesting to investigate from the cohomological point of view, but it requires the development of
the infinite dimensional case, a whole open subject. However, as argued previously, our intuition is that
the conditional mutual information and its sign will be the central function in such a study. Following
the original presentation of the sampling problem by Strong and colleagues [166], the extreme cases of
sampling are given by:
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• When N1 = N2 = ... = Nn = 1, there is a single box Ω and P(Ω) = m/m = 1 and we have
Hk = Ik = 0, ∀k ∈ 0, ..., n. The case where m = 1 is identical. This fixes the lower bound of our
analysis in order not to be trivial; we need m ≥ 2 and N1 = N2 = ... = Nn ≥ 2.
• When N1 .N2 ...Nn are such that only one data point falls into a box, m of the values of atomic
probabilities are 1/m and N1 .N2 ...Nn − m are null as a consequence of equation 50, and hence
we have Hn = log2 m.
The latter case is the extreme signature of undersampling. Whenever this happens for a given k-tuple,
all the HPk paths passing by this k-tuple will stay on the same information values since conditional
entropy is non-negative: we have Hk = Hk+1 or equivalently ( X1 , ..., Xk ) H ( Xk+1 ) = 0, and all
k + l-tuples are deterministic (a function of) with respect to the k-tuple. This is typically the case
illustrated in Figure 11: adding a new variable to an undersampled k-tuple is equivalent to adding the
deterministic variable "0" since the probability remains unchanged (1/m).

Figure 15. Determination of undersampling dimension k u . a, distributions of Hk for m = 111
population A neurons (green) and m = 37 population B neurons (dark red) for k = 1, .., 6. The
horizontal red line represents the threshold we have fixed to 5 percent of the total number of k-tuples.
c, Plot of the percent of maximum entropy Hk = ln m biased values as a function of the dimension k.
The horizontal red line represents the threshold fixed to 5 percent, giving k u = 6 for population A and
k u = 4 for population B neurons. c, The mean h HPi(k) paths for these two populations of neurons, the
maximum entropy Hk = ln m is represented by plain horizontal lines.

Considering the analysis of cells as variables (matrix D T ), the signature of this undersampling is
the saturation at Hk = log2 41 observed in the Hk landscape in Figure 15b, starting at k = 5 for some
5-tuples of neurons. Considering the analysis of genes as variables (matrix D), the mean entropy
computed also shows this saturation at Hk = log2 111 for population A neurons and Hk = log2 37
for population B neurons. This undersampling also affects mutual-information and conditional
mutual-information estimation by adding a combinatorial number of 0 values (independence) to the Ik
landscape, which is observable in the theoretical Figure A1a,b in appendix. We propose to define a
dimension k u as the dimension for which the probability pu of having the Hk at the biased value of
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Hk = log2 m is above 5 percent (pu = 0.05). As shown for the analysis of cells as variables in Figure
15, this basic estimation gives here k u = 6 for population A neurons and k u = 4 for population B
neurons. The information structures identified by our methods beyond these values can be considered
as unlikely to have a biological or physical meaning and shall not be interpreted. Since undersampling
affects mainly the distribution of Ik values close to 0 value, the maxima and minima of Ik and the
maximal and minimal information paths below k u are the least affected by the sampling problem and
the low sample size. This will be illustrated in the next sections.

5.5.2. k-dependence test
Pethel and Hahs [5] have constructed an exact test of 2-dependence for any pair of variables,
not necessarily binary or iid. Iid condition is usually assumed for the χ2 test, but does not seem
relevant for biological observations (we give an example here with genetic expression, see [161]
for the distributions of all gene variables exemplifying this fact). It allows to test the significance
of the estimated I2 values given a finite sample size m, the null hypothesis being that I2 = 0 or
2-independence according to Pethel and Hahs (we provide below another interpretation). We
follow here their presentation of the problem, and provide an extension of their test to arbitrary k
(higher dimensions), with the null hypothesis being the k-independence Ik = 0, according to their
interpretation. Even in the lowest dimensions, and below the undersampling bound, the values of
Ik estimated from a finite sample size m are considered as biased [5]. As depicted in Figure 4a, if
one considers an infinite sample (m → ∞) of n independent variables, we then have for all k ≥ 2
Ik = 0. However, if we randomly shuffle the values such that the marginal distributions for each
variables Xi are preserved, the estimated Ik can be very different from 0, with distributions of Ik
values not centered on 0. Figure 16 illustrates an example of such bias with m = 111 for the analysis
with genes as variables. Reproducing the method of Pethel and Hahs [5], we designed a shuffling
procedure of the n variables which consists in randomly permuting the measured values (co-ordinates)
of each variable one by one in the matrix D or D T (geometrically, a "random" permutation of the
co-ordinates of each data point, point by point). Such a shuffle leaves marginal probabilities invariant
while Pethel and Hahs [5] postulate that statistical dependences between the variables should be
destroyed (see the alternative interpretation bellow). Figure 16 gives an example of the joint and
marginal distributions before and after shuffle for two genes. Extending the 2-test of [5] to k ≥ 2, the
Ik values obtained after shuffling provide the distribution of the null hypothesis, k-independence
(Ik = 0) according to [5]. The task is hence to compute many shuffles, 10.000 in [5], in order to obtain
these "null" distributions. The exact procedure of Pethel and Hahs [5] would require to obtain such
"null" distribution for all the 2n tuples, which would require a number of shuffled trials impossible to
obtain computationally. We hence propose a global test that consists in computing 17 different shuffles
of the 21 genes, giving "null" distribution of shuffled Ik values composed of 21 × (nk). For example,
the test of 2-dependence and 3-dependence will be against a null distribution with 21 ∗ 210 = 3750
I2 values and 21 ∗ 1330 = 22610 I3 values respectively. We fix a p value above which we reject the
null hypothesis (a significance level, fixed at p = 0.05 in [5]), allowing to determine the statistical
significance thresholds as information values for which the integral of the null distribution reaches
the significance level p = 0.05. This holds for k = 2, as described in [5], but since for k ≥ 2 Ik can be
negative, the test becomes symmetric on the distribution, and hence for k ≥ 2 we choose a significance
level of p = 0.1 in order to stay consistent with the 2-dependence test. The "null" distributions and the
threshold given by the significance p-value of rejection are illustrated in Figure 16d. If the observed
values of Ik are above or below these threshold values, we reject the null hypothesis.
In practice, a random generator is used to generate the random permutations (here the NumPy
generator [191]), and the present method is not exempt from the possibility that it generates statistical
dependences in the higher degrees.
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Figure 16. Probability and Information landscape of shuffled data. The figure corresponds to the
case of analysis with genes as variables. a, joint and marginal distributions of two genes (genes 4 and
12) for m = 111 population A neurons. b, joint and marginal distributions after a shuffling of the values
of expression of each gene. c, the estimated Ik landscape for the expression of 21 genes after shuffling.
d, histograms representing the distribution of Ik values for all the degrees until k = 5 for population B.
The total number of combinations C(n,k) for each degree (number of pairs for I2 ; number of triplets
for I3 , etc) is given in gray. The averaged shuffled values of information obtained with 17 shuffles
are represented on each histogram as a black line, and the statistical significance threshold values for
p = 0.1 are represented as vertical dotted lines.

Interpretation of the dependence test. The original interpretation of the test by Pethel and Hahs
was that the null hypothesis corresponded to independent distributions. This view was motivated
by the statement that "permutation destroys any dependence that may have existed between the
datasets but preserves symbol frequencies". However, while derangements (permutations without
fixed point) may destroy statistical dependencies, the other permutations, like the identity, include
fixed points and therefore may preserve some of the statistical dependences. The definition of
independence holds for finite and discrete variables as settled by Kolmogorov in his axiomatization
([11]), without requiring asymptotic m considerations: with full certainty it is possible to say if a finite
m outcomes of a pair of dice are independent or not. Let’s consider the simplest example of two fully
redundant binary variables (two dices) like any pair of variable of Figure 9c, with atomic probability
{ P00 = 1/2, P01 = 0, P10 = 0, P11 = 1/2}, such configuration can be obtained with 2 trials (m = 2)
and the two variables are fully dependent. The random shuffling will give any of the 2 possible
configurations leaving invariant the marginals, namely the previous one (identity permutation) and
{ P00 = 0, P01 = 1/2, P10 = 1/2, P11 = 0}. In these two cases the variables are fully dependent, and
hence random shuffles express the two possible fully dependent configurations. Considering more
complex examples, we see immediately that in the finite context, random shuffles generate all possible
statistical dependences that preserve the marginal. In fact, the handling of the concept of randomness
in the context of finite and statistical objects is delicate. In the finite setting, the common deterministic
definition of the randomness K of a string is non-computable, and since Zvonkin and Levin [195], it is
well known that Shannon entropy of binary iid variables equals the averaged randomness-complexity
K in the limit of infinitely long strings (see Th. 5.18 for precise statement [195]). We propose that for a
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given finite m, permutations express all the possible statistical dependences that preserve symbol
frequencies (much-like some finite random monkeys typewriter that write any books, in the article of
E.Borel on statistical mechanic and irreversibility [196]). This statement basically corresponds to what
we observe in Figure 16. Hence we propose that in finite context the null-hypothesis corresponds
to a random k-dependence. The meaning of the presented test is hence a selectivity or specificity
test: a test of an Ik of given k-tuple against a null hypothesis of "randomly" selected k-statistical
dependences that preserve the marginals and m. Moreover, consistent with a frequentist view of
probability, the direct values of Ik can be interpreted as a statistical significance test, against the null
hypothesis of k-independence Ik = 0. We propose that in the finite context, topological information
data analysis is itself a statistical significance analysis of the dependences, and that the rank established
by homological tools indicates the most significant k-dependences. In the finite context, the question
of the stability of the estimations of the dependences, that is their dependence on m and hence, how
much one can trust the estimated dependencies, can be achieved using variational methods introduced
in next section.
The formalism developed here heavily relies on the assimilation of Galois ambiguity and permutation
groups with probabilistic-informational uncertainties, and proposes an alternative interpretation of
the shuffling methods. The context of the general information structure is simpler with respect to
the effects of the permutations of the probability atoms than the simplicial case investigated here:
the work of Fresse established that the lattice of partitions is directly equipped with an action of the
symmetric group [41].

5.5.3. Sampling size and graining landscapes - stability of minimum energy complex estimation
Figure 17 gives a first simple study of how robust the paths of maximum length are with respect
to the variations of m and N, in the case of the analysis of genes as variables. The limit N → ∞ recovers
Riemann integration theory and gives the differential entropy with the correcting additive factor N
(theorem 8.3.1 [19]).
The information paths of maximal length identified by our algorithm are relatively stable in
the range of N = 5, 7, 9, 11 and m = 34, 56, 89, 111 where the m cells where taken arbitrarily among
the 111 population A neurons. If we consider that the paths that only differ by the ordering of the
variables are equivalent, then the stability of the two first paths is further and largely improved. The
undersampling dimension obtained in these conditions is k u (m = 34) = 5, k u (m = 56) = 6, k u (m =
89) = 6, k u (m = 111) = 6 and k u ( N = 5) = 8, k u ( N = 7) = 7, k u ( N = 9) = 6, k u ( N = 11) = 5.
In general, information landscapes can be investigated with the additional dimensions of N and
m together with n. It allows to define our landscapes as iso-graining landscapes and to study the
appearance of critical points in this larger space in the same way as isotherms in usual thermodynamic.
In practice, to study more precisely the variations of information depending on N and m and to obtain
a 2-dimensional representation, we plot the mean information as a function of N and m together with
n, as presented in Figure 18a. We call the obtained landscapes the iso-graining Ik landscapes. The
choice of a specific graining N can be done using this representation: a "pertinent" graining should
be at a critical point of the landscape, consistent with the proposition of the work of Reshef and
colleagues [67], who used maximal information coefficient (MI2 C) depending on the graining (with
a more elaborated graining procedure) to detect pairwise associations. We have chosen to illustrate
the landscapes with N = 9 according to this criterion and the undersampling criterion, because the I2
values are close to their maximal values and the sampling size is not too limiting, with a k u = 6 (see
Figure 18a). Moreover, this choice of graining size N = 9 is sufficiently far from the critical point to
ensure that we are in the condensed phase where interactions are expected. It is well below the analog
of the critical temperature (the critical graining size), which according to the Figure 18a happens at
Nc = 3 (the N for which the critical points cease to be trivial). In general, there is no reason why
there should be only one "pertinent" graining (for example in glasses, the slow aging can be modeled
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Figure 17. Effect of changing sample size and graining on the identification of gene modules. The
figure corresponds to the case of analysis with genes as variables for the population A neurons. The
positive Ik paths of maximum length were computed for a variable number of cells (m,left column) and
a variable graining (N, right column). For clarity, only the two positive paths of maximum length are
represented (first in red, second in black) for each parameter setting and the direction of each path is
indicated by arrowheads. The two positive paths of maximum length for the original setting (N = 9,
m = 111) are represented on the scaffold at the top of the figure for comparison. Smaller samples of
cells (one random pick of 34, 56 and 89 cells) and larger (N = 11) or smaller (N = 5, N = 7) graining
than the original (N = 9) were tested. Although slight differences in paths can be seen (especially for
N = 11), most of the parameter combinations identify gene modules that strongly overlap with the
module identified using the original setting.

with several effective temperatures [197]). The graining algorithm could be improved by applying
direct methods of probability density estimation [198]. Finer methods of estimation (graining) have
been developed by Reshef and colleagues [67] in order to estimate pairwise mutual-information, with
interesting results. Their algorithm presents a lower computational complexity than the estimation on
the lattice of partitions, but a higher complexity than the simple one applied here.
What we call the iso-sampling size Ik landscapes is presented in Figure 18b for mean Ik . Such
investigation is also important since it monitors what is usually considered as the convergence (or
divergence) in probability of the informations. For the estimations below the k u represented here, the
information estimations are quite constant as a function of m, indicating the stability of the estimation
with respect to the sample size.
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Figure 18. Iso-sample-size (m) and iso-graining mean h IPi(k) landscapes. The figure corresponds
to the case of analysis with genes as variables for the population A neurons. a, The mean h IPi(k)
paths are presented for N = 2, ..., 18 and n = 21 genes for the m = 111 population A neurons. The
"undersampling" region beyond the k u is shaded in white and delimited by black dotted line (the
k u was undetermined for N = 2, 3). For N = 2 the mean h IPi(k) path has no non-trivial minimum
(monotonically decreasing). This N = 2 iso-graining is analog to the non condensed disordered phase
of non interacting bodies, ∀k > 1, h IPi(k) ≈ 0. All the other mean h IPi(k) paths have non-trivial
critical dimensions. The condition N = 9, m = 111 used for the analysis is surrounded by dotted red
lines. It was chosen to be in the condensed phase above the critical graining, here Nc = 3, close to the
criterion of maximal mutual information coefficient MI2 C proposed by Reshef and colleagues (bin
surrounded by green dotted line) and with a not too low undersampling dimension. b, The mean
h IPi(k) paths are presented for m = 111, 100, ..., 12 population A neurons and n = 21 genes with a
number of bins N = 9.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
iid
DA
nDA
Hk
Ik
Ck
MI2 C

independent identicaly distributed
Dopaminergic neuron
non Dopaminergic neuron
Multivariate k-joint Entropy
Multivariate k-Mutual-Information
Multivariate k-total-correlation
Maximal 2-mutual-Information Coefficient
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Appendix A Conditional mutual-information: bounds, Markov chains and HI landscapes
Appendix A.1 Bounds of conditional mutual-information
The upper bound of conditional mutual information is given by:
Xk .I ( X1 ; ..; Xk−1 ) ≤ min ( Xk .H ( Xi ))
i ∈[k −1]

(A1)

with equality given by the configurations for which the variables X1 , .., Xk−1 are equivalent to X1 ∼
... ∼ Xk−1 when Xk is given. The lower bound appears less obvious, and we conjecture that:
min I ( X1 ; ..; Xk−1 ) ≤ Xk .I ( X1 ; ..; Xk−1 )

(A2)

We obtain the equality by considering that the k-th variable is the constant-deterministic variable
Xk = 0 together with the minimal configuration of I ( X1 ; ..; Xk−1 ). Figure A1 illustrates examples of
these conjectured extreme cases and of conditional mutual information negativity for k = 4, 5.

Figure A1. Theoretical examples of information landscapes with maximal and conjectured minimal
conditional information, and of Markov chains. a, For n = 4, we consider 3 binary variables
which are pairwise independent and shares a minimal I3 (the configuration of minimal negative
I3 is studied more in depth in section 3.1 and Figure 9) together with a 4th variable chosen as the "0"
deterministic variable. The left panel represents the Hk landscape and the right panel represents the
Ik landscape. b, For n = 5, the same setting and configuration together with a 4th variable such that
all triplets are the same as the example of minimum of I3 and a 5th variable chosen as the trivial "0"
deterministic variable. c, Example of a Markov chain X1 → X2 → X3 → X4 . In the example, the
data processing inequality gives: I ( X1 ; X3 ) ≤ I ( X1 ; X2 ) , I ( X1 ; X3 ) ≤ I ( X2 ; X3 ), I ( X2 ; X4 ) ≤ I ( X3 ; X4 ),
I ( X2 ; X4 ) ≤ I ( X2 ; X3 ) , I ( X1 ; X4 ) ≤ I ( X2 ; X4 ) , I ( X1 ; X4 ) ≤ I ( X1 ; X3 ) , I ( X1 ; X2 ; X4 ) ≤ I ( X2 ; X3 ; X4 ) ,
I ( X1 ; X2 ; X4 ) ≤ I ( X1 ; X2 ; X3 )
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Appendix A.2 Joint conditional entropy and meet conditional information
As illustrated in Figure A2, using the chain rule of entropy (equation 12) and of mutual information
(equation 13), it is possible to generalize conditional entropy and conditional mutual information to
joint conditional entropy and meet conditional information. They are given by the following equations,
for any j < k:
H ( X1 , ..., Xk ) − H ( X1 , ..., X j ) = ( X1 , ..., X j ).H ( X j+1 , ..., Xk )
(A3)
and
I ( X1 ; ...; Xk ) − I ( X1 ; ...; X j ) = −( X j+1 ; ...; Xk ).I ( X1 ; ...; X j )

(A4)

Figure A2. Joint conditional entropy and meet conditional information. a, illustration of the joint
conditional entropy in Hk landscape for n = 4, as a vectorial addition (see text). b, illustration of the
meet conditional information in Ik landscape for n = 4, as a vectorial addition (see text).

Appendix A.3 Markov chains information structures
Markov chains and conditional independence provide the foundation for important classes of
models in statistical physic and machine learning, like Brownian motion, or e-machine Markovian
computational mechanics [199], or the field of algebraic statistics following the work of Drton, Sturmfels
and Sullivant [200] based on conditional independence (see also the introduction to machine learning).
It is hence important to restate the theorem of Hu Kuo Ting [14], which characterizes Markov Chains
in terms of pairwise-mutual-information, further underlining that Markov chains are just a partial
subset of all the possible information relations.
Theorem A.1. Markov chain and extremal Mutual information equivalence (Theorem 3, Hu kuo Ting
[14]): the sequence X0 , ..., Xn+1 forms a Markov chain if and only if ∀ I ⊂ [n]; card( I ) = i, i ≥ 1 we have
Ii+2 ( X0 ; X I ; Xn+1 ; P) = I2 ( X0 ; Xn+1 ; P)
See Hu kuo Ting [14] for proof. In simple words, all higher mutual informations are equal to
the mutual information between X0 and Xn+1 ) and as a consequence, all Markov chains will always
display non-negative mutual-informations. More precisely, we have the theorem: if X1 → ... → Xn
forms a Markov Chain then 0 ≤ I2 ( X1 ; Xn ) ≤ Ik for all Ik (proof follows from Hu’s theorem 3 and
data processing inequalities). Figure A1c shows how Markov chains are characterized by Ik landscape,
giving an illustration of Hu’s theorem 3 [14].
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Appendix A.4 Conditional mutual information positivity-negativity: stability-instability
We now justify that Ik and Hk landscapes can be conceived as a single landscape, which
allows an intuitive interpretation of the negativity and positivity of conditional mutual-information
as information loss and gain, respectively. Conditional information negativity quantifies what
would be the opposite of our usual concept of dependence, a dependence loss, a divergence of
mutual-information quantities with respect to the dimension. Using the previous conventions of
information, this "information loss" corresponds in equation to Ik+1 ≥ Ik , which direct interpretation is
exactly the opposite. To circumvent this counterintuitive behavior, it is possible to glue both Ik and Hk
landscapes by applying the theorem I1 = H1 such that the resulting H Ik0 landscape still respects the
partial order given by the inclusion, as depicted in Figure A3.

Figure A3. H Ik landscape. Illustration of the H Ik landscape, constructed using a twist information in
Ik landscape for n = 4 which glues the Hk and Ik at the dimension 1, while reversing the Ik dimensions
(see text). It moreover illustrates what is the symmetric left and right action of conditioning that we
introduced in the first section. The information pseudometric is the slope from I2 to H2 . It generalizes
to the k-pseudovolumes defined by Vk = Hk − Ik

The dimensions are shifted by −1 and the degrees of the Ik landscape are multiplied by −1 (more
precisely k0H I = (−1)2k I +1 (k I − 1) and k0H I = (−1)2k H (k H − 1)). This twist is a classical operation in
homology (like the Tate twist) and allows to encode the homology in the negative dimensions and
the cohomology in the positive dimensions, making a single theory out of two dual theories and can
be related to the construction of the double complex exposed in the first section. The mathematical
motivation is to recover the topological structure where entropy appeared in the early works of
Catelineau [24], Gangl and Elbaz-Vincent [26], motiv theory. According to Beilinson and colleagues
[37] such cohomology should exhibit a Hodge-Tate structure and hence a Tate twist. We underline that
such a structure can have a concrete informational implementation and interpretation. Algebraically,
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the construction of a single landscape is achieved by the fact that the following square commutes, and
its iteration generates long exact sequences of cohomology:
H ( X1 , X2 )
y
H ( X1 )

(A5)
%
H ( X2 )

%
y
I ( X1 ; X2 )
Proof: this is an expression of the associativity of conditioning X1 .( X2 .F (Y )) = X2 .( X1 .F (Y )), cf.
proof of lemma 1 in [1]. With such a unified landscape (cf. Figure 6c) we have the reversed
mutual information chain rule Ik − Ik−1 = Xk .I ( X1 ; ...Xk−1 ) and the negativity of conditional mutual
information is now appearing as a decrease of mutual information Ik < Ik−1 , as intuitively expected.
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